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Potterton 
bridge problen1 

No.9 

T HIS IS ONE of a series o f 
Pottc:rton problems in play, 

set by Terence R:eese, which will 
appear each mon th. T he answer 
will be given nex:t month. 

+ AK 10753 

• KJ 

• AQ 3 
+ AQ 

UST 

+ 864 

• A865 2 
+ K 94 

+ 64 

West plays Six Spades. North leads 
•J, \ Vest wins with the Ace and 
leads +A and +K, finding North 
with three trumps. How should 
West plan the play from this point ? 

FURTHER PROBL Eiil. How can keen 
bridge players devote all their con
centration to their game undistracted 

by chills and dr ; urqh l ~ and un
disturbed by trips lor hll'l t 
AN S WE R. Pick n l'ollc•r tou hoilcr for 
ccntrnl healing. /\ud c·u ioy every 
hand in blissful w.u ruth aud comfort. 
A Po11cr1on i~ dli~rtk,~l y automatic. 
For informacion wrrlr 10 Miss M. 
Meredith at 20 :J<l lluC'khold Road, 
London S. W. dl. Or phone her at 
V /\Ndyke 7202. 

A NS WER TO PRO BLEM No.8 

West should play i\c c·, Kmg and an
other club, ruflinK ho){h. I f club 
Irides arc csrahli~hc'(l, enter dummy 
with "'9 and play a ~ood club, 
throwing a sp:~d e. I f rhos is ruffed, 
• r o will pick up the remaining 
trump. Should rlw dubs be 4-2, and 
the Queen not drop, declarer must 
play for trumps to be 2-2. 

ftotterton Boilers 
at the h eart o f effi c ient c e nt ra l heating- oil or gas 

A ME)lllER OF TilE @ D•~ r.A RUE GROUP 

u Pottnton" i.J o rt,Uintd lrtult mark 
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Editorial 
Nico Gardener, director of the 

London School of Bridge, has 
been invited to take a team of 
British players to South Africa. 
By the time this issue appears the 
tourists will already have played 
matches in Johannesburg and 
later they will p1~rform in Cape
town, Port Elizabeth, East Lon
don and Durban. 

It is a big enterprise for the 
relatively small South African 
bridge community but where there 
is enthusiasm the:re is success. In 
Albert Rose, Tony Priday and 
Michael Wolach, Gardener has 
chosen teammates of personality 
as well as skill. Due to better 
known players halving to withdraw 
at the last moment, I am lucky 
enough to be goiJng as fifth player. 

That the South Africans have 
invited a team from Britain 
instead of from one of the other 

ing picture of tournament bridge. 
On pages 55 to 61 we introduce 
a new regular feature, Bridge 
Academy, which is designed to 
bring players from the fringe into 
the main stream of duplicate 
bridge. In time we hope to pro
vide a complete course in bridge 
for the less experienced player. 

The feature will be under the 
general direction of G. C. H. Fox 
of the Mayfair Bridge Studio, 
supported by experienced teachers 
and writers. 

RELUCTANT MASTERS 

The Masters Individual was 
easily won by Dick Preston from 
Mrs. Oldroyd. Fewer than 16 
of the 37 eligible Life Masters 
competed, and in order to form 
four tables reinforcements were 
called in from the leading ranks 
of National Masters. 

The individual form of com-
leading bridge countries is a very petition is much criticised but 
pleasing thought for us. there is probably space in the 

BRIDGE ACADEMY calendar for one such event. If 
Most of OUJr readers know the E.B.U. will resign themselves 

people who play a social or family to doing without the support of 
game and who, perhaps, would certain London masters, who 
like to become dub players. For consider that the Individual gives 
them the British Bridge World, them insufficient opportunity to 
with its high-powered analyses, exert their enormous skill, and 
glimpses of comtroversy, and so· will persevere instead in making it 
on, might present a rather frighten- an integral part of a tournament 
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world based on master poil)ts, 
there is no reasom why the event 
should not become as popular 
and enjoyable as all the other 
tournaments. 

BIG CHALLENGE 

Victor Molle, writes that he 
has been trying tv arrange a 
rubber bridge challenge match 
against Charles Goren, whose 
position as Mr. Bridge seems to 
be under attack from more than 
one quarter. 

Mollo would be partnered by 
Nico Gardener and Goren by the 

player of his choice. Mollo tells 
me that he has offered to lay a 
shade of odds and to play any
where, anytime. 

SERVICE CHARGE 

Jn the recent Camrose trial 
John Sargent of Kent thought he 
was following the correct line 
when he took two finesses with 
Q98x opposite A I Oxx. 

He had a somewhat deflating 
experience. Not only were both 
honours offside but his play was 
op<..nly denounced by a kibitzing 
waiter. 

TOJLLEMACHE CUP 
(Inter-·regional Championship of England 

for teams of eight) 

Holders: Somerset 

REGIONAL WI NNE RS 

Southern Region 

Middl~esex 

South-west Region 

Bucks and Berks 

Northern Region 

Yorkshire 

Midlands Region 

Warwickshire 

FINAL ON 12-13 JANUARY 1963 
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ThE~ Brave Old Days 
by HARRY INGRAM 

Today very few players will 
have heard of the Schwab Trophy, 
yet in the I 930's 1to play in it was 
possibly a greater honour than 
any other in the bridge world. 
The trophy was given by an 
American, Charles Schwab, and 
perhaps its importance could be 
likened to the Ryder Cup or the 
Walker Cup of the golfing world. 
Probably this was due to the great 
ballyhoo given to the contests by 
Ely Culbertson. The last contest 
was in J 934 when Culbertson was 
at his zenith. At that time 
England and Ame:rica were gener
ally recognised as the leading 
bridge-playing countries although, 
looking back, I suspect that 
Austria, and possibly France, 
could have put out teams which 
would have more than held 
their own. 

The 1934 match was played 
at the Dorchester Hotel and con
sisted of ten sessions on five 
successive days, thirty boards a 
session. So it was. a fairly strenu
ous affair, even in comparison 
with the European Championships 
of to-day, and very much more 
strenuous in regard to the playing 
conditions- but more of that 
anon. 
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Going through a heap of old 
papers recently, I came across full 
details of the 300 hands and 
comparison with the bidding 
methods of today makes inter
esting reading. First, let me recall 
the teams. 

U.S.A. England 
Ely Culbertson Dick Lederer 
Teddy Lightner Willie Rose 
Albert Morehead Stanley 
Mrs. Culbertson Hughes 

Harry Ingram 

The British team had Colonel 
Walshe and Kenneth Frost as 
reserves. 

It is sad that the Culbertsons 
are no more, and very depressing 
that all the English team, other 
than myself, have passed away. 
In this first instalment of my 
series I would like to set out my 
main impressions of those great 
personalities. If, later on, the 
personal aspect seems to intrude a 
good deal, that is inevitable when 
one is involved in such a hard 
fought contest. 

Ely Culbertson was in a position 
to call the tune as to the way in 
which the match was staged, and 
what would be very much taboo 
to-day was passed without opposi-



tion. Only once was he really 
defied and that was when he 
objected to the wives of the 
English team being present. Dear 
old Dick Leder•er would have 
none of that. " (f my wife can't 
come into the :rooms, 1 don't 
play!" was his alttitude and Cul
bertson withdrew his objection. 

The sessions were timed to 
begin at about 2 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
but it was nothing for them to be 
half an hour late in starting. The 
afternoon sessions sometimes fin
ished at 8 p.m. and the evening 
sessions at two or three in the 
morning. During play Ely would 
sometimes have a meal at the 
table, write an article, interview 
the Press, 'phon.e America, etc. 
It was said at the time by some 
people that this was done de
liberately to wear down the 
English team, bUJt I do not think 
this was at all true. But un
doubtedly the long hours were 
very disturbing to all of us, who 
had never played in a match 
longer than the Gold Cup final 
of 100 boards. In addition, some 
of us worked at our offices in the 
mornings, which did not help. 

Culbertson waLs undoubtedly a 
first class player, but the fact that 
he had so muc~h on his plate 
caused him occ:asionally to lose 
concentration with the inevitable 
result. He was, •Of course, a great 
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showman and I liked him both 
during the match and on the 
occasions when I met him after
wards. Bul he was easily rattled 
if things were not going well for 
his team, and they certainly were 
not for the first seven sessions. He 
registered a number of protests 
during the match- two against 
Hughes and myself. The first was 
on board 72. 

West dealer 
Love all 

NORTH 

+ AKI0954 
~K 

WEST 

+ 2 

0 Q 10 2 
. AK9 

~A Q J 104 
0 K9876 
. 62 

SOUTH 

• j 7 3 

~ -
0 A J 4 

EAST 

• Q 86 
~9876532 

0 53 .J 
• Q 10 8 7 54 3 

In the other room, Lederer and 
Rose had made Six Spades. 

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST 

Rose Culbert- Lederer Light-
son 

·~ 3NT 
6~ 
No 

12 tricks. 

ner 
2+ 3~ 
4+ 5~ 
Dble. No 
No No 
N-S + 980. 



When the board came to our 
room there were fireworks. 

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST 

No 1+ 3<V 
4+ 4<V 4NT 5<V 
5+ No 6+ 7<V 
No No Dble. No 
No No 

Hughes made ten tricks in 
Seven Hearts and the loss in those 
days was 350. T he gain to Eng
land was 630 points. 

Today a pass as West would be 
unthinkable to Jmany, and why I 
passed at the time I really ~o not 
know; possibly because 1 dtd not 
have two quick tricks in defence. 
1 did, howeve1r, spend a few 
seconds before passing and when 
the hand was over and the result 
came through, Culbertson said 
that Hughes would never have bid 
as he did, without knowing that 
r had some strength. The argu
ment did not bold water for a 
second. On the contrary Hughes, 
with a probable trick in spades, 
would certainly not have gone 
Seven Hearts if he had any idea 
that J had a n•ear opening bid. 
Furthermore, Six Spades is de
feated on the diamond lead. The 
protest was withdrawn. 

The second protest was even 
more sensational and had I not 
been such a clot and gone one 
down instead of making the con-
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tract, as I should have done, 
probably the match would have 
stopped at that point. This is the 
first .opportunity for me to give 
the full details . . It was board 273 
and still anybody's match. 

North dealer 
Love all 

HUGHES 

+ JI0987 
<V J 
0 A 103 
+ KJ 104 

CuLBERTSON 

+ 2 
<V A 9 8 
O K96542 
+ A96 

I NGRAM 

LIGHTNER 

+ AQ6543 
<VK 
0 Q 8 
• Q 8 53 

+ K 
<V Q10765432 
0 J7 
+ 72 

Hughes opened One Spade, 
Lightner passed and, sitting South, 
1 realised that as Hughes had not 
opened One Club (our strong 
opening bid), or a Two Bid which 
showed good distributional values, 
the chances of a game were small 
and to bid the hearts might get us 
out of our depth. So I passed 
and now the fun commenced. Cul
bertson doubled my partner's 
One Spade and after two passes, 
rather imagining the opposition 
had more than they really held, 1 



psyched with Two Diamonds. 
This was duly doUJbled and when 
it came round to me again 1 
debated whether to bid 2NT or 
even Two Spades, with the object 
of getting doubled and then 
escaping to Three Hearts. Natur
ally these thoughts took a few 
seconds and then I looked at the 
board, saw it was love all and 
thought, why flog it? So 1 bid 
Two Hearts, which to my surprise 
was doubled by Culbertson and 
passed out. The two of spades 
was led to Lightn.er's Ace and a 
small one was returned. It was 
quite simple for me to discard a 
diamond and make the contract, 
but foolishly 1 trtUmped and got 
over-trumped for one down. 

Culbertson was furio us at being 
psyched and rounded first on 
Hughes for not putting me back 
to Three Diamo!llds, holding a 
singleton heart. Hughes replied 
"Mr. Culbertson, my partner 
passed One Spade, he doesn' t 
rescue the double on two worth
less five-<:ard suilts, he has been 
doubled in Two Diamonds and I 
am sure he doesn't want to be 
put into Three. JLet him get out 
of his own mess." Ely then 
turned on me: "How dare you 
hesitate after being doubled in 
Two Diamonds? You knew you 
were going Two Hearts, so why 
did you hesitate b1efore doing so?" 
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At the time my explanation cut 
no ice with him, but when the 
protest had been withdrawn and 
the match was over. he was good 
enough to describe it as a brilliant 
bid. For the record, Rose and 
Lederer in the other room got 
into Five Diamonds, doubled, 
with the East-West cards and 
were three down. South was at 
one time in Three Hearts and 
North in Four Spades. The 
bidding was:-

SOUTH 

3~ 
Dble 

WEST 

40 
No 

NORTH 

No 
4+ 
No 

EAST 

No 
50 
No 

How Rose could bid Five 
Diamonds as East instead of 
doubling Four Spades passes com
prehension. However. 1 am di
gressing from my description of 
the players. 

Mrs. Culbertson J found de
lightful to play against; always 
serene and completely unruffled 
whatever the circumstances. 
Many used to say that she was a 
better player than Ely, but I do 
not agree. She was a first-class 
player, but in my opinion the 
Culbertson system was too re
strictive for her and she, therefore, 
missed a number of opportunities 
for using commonsense or intui
tion. Perhaps we would call it 
"flair" . 



cr;;c/,wab )rc:phy /934 
Pl<~yed at the Do,..chester HouL london 

This score-sheet flung /or many years on the wall at Lederer's Club. Most of the 
bi{! names of tile day ca11 be seen. as well as all the players' names. 
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Albert Morehead was by far 
the youngest of all the contestants. 
He has been for many years 
competition editor of the Ameri
can BriJge Worl'd and bridge 
correspondent of the New York 
Times- positions which he has 
held with the greatest credit. 1 
found him, like his partner, Mrs. 
Culbertson, in eve1·y way pleasant 
at the table and his play and 
defence were exceUent, but again 
it struck me that he was at that 
time rather too rigid in his 
bidding. Very Jl ikely he had 
strict instructions from Ely to 
stick to the system. 

Teddy Lightner then, as now, 
was one of the world's best and 
the only time he ever seemed to 
be at all "hot'' was when Culbert
son went off the deep end at him 
for not obeying :some particular 
rule of the system. Lightner 
would often reply " If you will 
look at your Blue Book you will 
see my bid is correct"; silence 
from Ely. When the second 
incident quoted above happened, 
Lightner was silt~nt throughout. 
[ often wondered what he was 
thinking. Lightn,er's brilliant in
novation, the Lightner Slam 
Double, is one of the few conven
tions which have stood the test 
of time and is played by practically 
all first-class pla.yers. J believe 
Teddy still plays every day. 

Richard Lederer was Dick to 
everyone, a really popular man 
both at the table and away from 
it. Completely unorthodox in 
his bidding, but a fine player of the 
cards in attack and defence. 
Where to-day we might have two 
or three rounds of bidding to 
reach a 3NT contract after partner 
has opened One Diamond, the 
bidding would have gone at 
Dick's table, One Diamond-3NT. 
H ow he would have laughed at 
"fourth suit forcing•·. 

Willie Rose was for years the 
regular partner of Lederer. Far 
more thoughtful than Dick, but 
not half so adventurous and I 
should imagine that fourth-suit 
bids would have been right up his 
street. Like all the Engljsh team 
he pulled his weight for the early 
sessions, but towards the end the 
strain told and like all of us he 
lost points on boards where there 
should have been gains. 
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On the Wednesday evening of 
the match, when we had estab
lished a lead of 5,000 odd, I 
suggested to Colonel Walshe who 
was acting as reserve and captain 
that Hughes and I should rest 
and get a good night's sleep. 
This was agreed , and the outcome 
of the match might have been 
different if Lederer and Rose had 
done the same on the T hursday. 
Jncidentally, my good night's rest 



never materialise,d. Nearly every 
newspaper in Lo~ndon phoned up 
between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. to 
ask .if I had colla:psed! 

Stanley Hughes to my mind was 
one of the finest card players of all 
time. I played wiitb him for many 
years and alway!; found him not 
only a first class player but also 
one who made allowances for my 
many mistakes. If he had a fault 
at the bridge t:able it was his 
inability to say "No Bid". His 
memory was fan.tastic and many 
of his ideas on !bidding were far 
in advance of his time. Silly 
though it sounds to-day, if a 
player on his ri:ght opened One 
of a suit, Stan's bid would be 

2NT on some such hand as the 
following: 

. xx \/xx OQxxxxxxx . x. 

You may laugh, but the number 
of times he got away with murder 
cannot be counted. 

After winning the Gold Cup in 
1936 he gave up competitive 
bridge, .finding six-pack Bezique 
a more exciting game. Two.packs 
is too much for many of us! 

In my next article I propose to 
look at some of the hands from 
the Schwab Trophy and to reca11 
the bidding methods-our tri
umphs and disasters-of those 
far-off days. 

Stanley Hughes, Jos:epltine Culbertson, Harry Ingram and Albert Morehead in play 
in tl1e Schwnb Trophy o( 1934. 
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Much Ado About Passing 
by PEDRO and JANE JUAN 

It is duplicate night at the Club 
and the pairs tournament has 
reached about th.e halfway mark. 
Four experienced match-pointed 
pairs players take their cards from 
the board, and the auction begins 
with three passes. Then: 

East: "Three passes to me? 
Well, I'm certainly not opening." 

(At this poimt South looks 
slightly uncomfortable. He fur
tively slides his cards back into 
the board.) 

West: "How many points, part
ner?" 

East (smugly, since he is obvi
ously in the clea,r): "Only eight, 
partner! And yo'u ?" 

West: " Ten! They've got the 
balance of cards their way." 

(North's brow darkens. He 
takes out the travelling· score slip 
and unfolds it with great de
liberateness. South is hoping that 
the other North-South pairs have 
overbid the hand and gone down. 
East-West are hooping that justice 
has prevailed and that there is a 
part-score on for North-South.) 

North: "Yes. Just as !thought! 
Every North-South pair has made 
a part-score in •either Hearts or 
No Trumps." 

(East-West are nice people. 

They try not to look too pleased, 
and they make sympathetic 
noises.) North fixes his partner 
with a steely glare. "May I see 
your cards please." All the 
players expose their hands. 
South dealer 
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North-South vulnerable 
NORTH 

WEST 

• 97 
<::/K QJ87 
0 6 2 
+ A 8 6 5 

EAST 

+ K 8 53 
<::/A92 
0 Q J 7 4 
+ IO 3 

• Q 10 6 4 
<::7 10 4 
0 K 10 8 3 
+QJ9 

SOUTH 
+ AJ2 
<::/653 
0 A 9 5 
+ K 742 

South: "A very bad twelve 
points, partner .... No shape at 
all. . . . Four - three - three -
three ... " 

North's voice rises. " Four
three-three-three? Are we or 
are we not playing the Weak No 
Trump Throughout?" 

South: "Yes, but . . . Vulner
able against not ... " 

NoRTH: "Either we play it or 
we don't." 



South shows fight. "What 
about Board Elleven? You did 
it then and it cost eight hundred." 

North (icily): "That has nothing 
whatever to do with it. If you're 
too much of a coward to open 
Weak No Trumps vulnerable, 
you shouldn't ag:ree to play it." 

South: "Well, I would open 
normally, but this was such a 
bad twelve. No11 even a ten or a 
nine." 

North pounce:s. "Excuse me! 
You had the nine of diamonds." 
East attempts tc:> lessen the ten
sion: "Aha, the: Curse of Scot
land." Nobody laughs. North 
continues: 

"Anyway, if you want to take 
the coward's way out, why don' t 
you open One Club? Then you 
can support whatever I bid." 

" What? Open a suit on a 
rotten hand like this? Why ... 
(South counts quickly) I had nine 
losers. (A thought strikes him). 
Show me your hand, please." 
North hands over his cards. 

South: "You had ten points, a 
jolly good five-card suit, and only 
seven losers. You had an opening 
bid yourself!" 

North: "Nonsense! No one in 
his right mind would open on 
ten points, vulnerable. I can't be 
expected to kntow that you've 
passed on twelve: points." 

"But you had more of an 

DUPLICATE BRIDGE BOARDS 
METAL EDGED 

(As supplied by t he late F. Lawes) 
Now Manufactured by 

ARBEL PRODUCTS 
3, Vittoria Street, Birmingham, I 

opening bid than I had. Seven 
losers instead of nine." 

North: "Seven losers indeed! 
You and your wretched Losing 
Trick Count. What about the 
hand I had against the Schwarz
trees? Doubleton rag spade, 
King, Queen to five hearts, void 
diamond and six clubs to the 
Jack. I suppose according to the 
Losing Trick Count I should have 
opened the bidding, instead of 
keeping quiet and eventually sock
ing them in Three Hearts." 

" I shouldn't make fun of the 
losing trick count, old man. If 
it's good enough for some of our 
oldest life masters it's good 
enough for me. Had I been 
sitting North I would have opened 
without hesitation." 

North: "Oh no you wouldn't! 
Because as dealer I would already 
have opened One No Trump with 
your hand." 

Tournament director: " Will the 
East-West pairs move, please." 

East: "Er . . . you haven't 
entered the score. Would you 
mind?" 

West: " I think that bring us up 
to two tops over average, partner.,. 
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l'Jo Yellow Birds 
by TERENCE REESE 

At Turin, Cannes, and Beirut 
that colourful pair, Mr. and Mrs. 
Gomez Diaz saidl to me, "We are 
going to have a t•ournament in the 
Canary Islands. Will you and 
your partner come?" And as 
soon as the event was arranged, 
there Boris Schapiro and I went. 

On the day Otf our arrival at 
Las Palmas two illusions were 
shattered. There were no canaries 
flying around; the Gran Canaria 
was so called on account of the 
canines, which are numerous and 
distinctive. Seco·ndly, despite the 
warmth, it turned out that we 
were facing the Atlantic and not 
the Mediterran•ean, as I had 
imagined. 

The tournament, which it is 
hoped to make an annual event, 
lasted for five da.ys at Las Palmas 
and for three aLt Tenerite. The 
bridge was not exceptional, and 
we were not bard pressed to win. 
Perfect climate, :hotels and hospi
tality made our stay most enjoy
able. It is only fair to warn 
future visitors, however, that 
Spanish notions of time and 
punctuality prevail in these parts. 
Personally I found the late hours 
very agreeable. 

There are good .golf courses 
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on both the Islands. At Las 
Palmas I found the fairways . . . 

" Hands!" broke in the editor, 
stifling a yawn. "Hands! This is 
a bridge magazine." 

Oh, very well. I shall punish 
you by relating first a minor 
success of my own. 

East dealer 
Love all 

NORTH 

. AK5 
<y)K84 
0 KQ3 
+ Q 862 

E AST W EST 

. QJ9 764 
<y) A 
0 A 74 
+ K54 

• 10 3 2 
<y)QJ95 
0 10 9 6 5 
+ 93 

SOUTH . 8 
\:;10 7 6 3 2 
0 J 8 2 
+ A J 10 7 

A succession of borderline calls 
carried us to Four Hearts: 

SOUTH W EST NORTH EAST 

No 
3\:; 
No 

I. 
No 
No 

Dble 
4\:; 

No 
No 
No 

West led • Q and to the second 



trick I led a low heart from the 
table, fetching the 5, 7 and Ace. 
This, of course, marked East with 
the remaining trumps. 

West exited with a spade and I 
ruffed in hand. Since I was sure 
that East would have doubled if 
he had held +K in addition to 
his trumps, I tried the 10 of clubs 
from hand and this was allowed to 
slip through. Then diamonds 
were cleared and the King of 
spades cashed, leading to this 
position: 

WFST 

• 9 7 6 
~ -
0 -
+ K5 

NORTH ·~K8 
0--· 
+ Q86 

SOUTH ·-~ 10 6 3· 
0 -
+ AJ 

EAST ·-~ QJ9 
0 10 

.+ 3 

After Ace and another club 
East was end-played in trumps. 
This wa~ one down, but a good 
result since no one achieved a 
plus score on the North-South 
cards. The hand plays badly at 
no trumps after a spade lead. 

Our hostess, who played for the 
Spanish lad;es te:am at Beirut, 
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scored a top against us by her 
clever management of the follow
ing deal : 

South dealer 
Love all 

NORTH 

+ AS 
~ 10843 
OKJ1065 
+ Q2 

WFST 

+ QI086 
~A 

EAST 

• J 94 3 
~K5 

0 9 4 2 
• J 10 8 7 4 

0 Q 8 3 
+ K965 

SoUTH 

+ K 7 2 
~QJ9762 
0 A 7 
+ A3 

Playing in Four Hearts, Mrs. 
Gomez Diaz captured the first 
trick with the Ace of clubs and 
played Ace, King, and another 
diamond, ruffing in hand. Then 
she crossed to + A and led a 
master diamond, discarding her 
club loser when East ruffed low. 
That was good-bye to the third 
trick which defenders made at all 
other tables. 

Uncertain moment 

For the team event at Las 
Palmas Schapiro played with 
Gerard Desrousseaux, who was 
in the French team at Beirut, and 
I with Bernard Zimmerman, of 



Paris. My partner had a moment 
of anxiety after playing a little 
hastily to the first trick in a slam 
which we had reached on the 
following cards: 

Wen 
• 52 
(\} 10 9 3 
O AQJ84 
+ A 72 

EAST 

• A K Q 10 6 3 
(\} A74 
0 10 9 7 6 

+ -
West was int Six Diamonds 

after North had. opened the bid
ding with One Heart. Dummy 
ruffed the King of clubs lead and 
led the 10 of diamonds, losing 
to North's King. The defence 
now drove out 1the Ace of hearts. 
South showed out on the next 
diamond , and now declarer could 
not cope with a singleton spade 
in North's hand. The cards for
gave, but when one takes another 
look one sees that it was a mistake 
to ruff on the table at trick 1. 
Declarer should win the club with 
the Ace and play trumps from 
hand. That leaves him with an 
additional entry in dummy, so 
that unless the trumps are 4- 0 he 
can ruff out a spade if necessary. 

I thought at the time that the 
Queen of diamonds from declarer 
at trick 2 would leave declarer 
with extra resources against a 4-0 
break in trumps, but that does 
not in fact make any difference. 
The play to trick I is the key. 

Perplexing choice 

In the pairs at Tenerife I had 
a frustrating experience on the 
following hand: 

WFST 
. AK9 
(\} A Q 10 4 

O K 
+ QJ854 

EAST 

• 10 7 6 2 
(\}5 
0 AQ84 3 
+ AK6 

The bidding went: 

WFST EAST 

10 
4+ 
No 

I knew the hand might play 
better in clubs, but it seemed 
reasonable to try for the better 
match point score. 

After the lead of the three of 
clubs I had eleven tricks on top 
and many possibilities for the 
twelfth. The problem was how 
best to combine them. Taking 
the spade suit alone, the best 
chance to develop three tricks is 
to play off the Ace and King. 
But if one does that, and no 
honour falls, what comes next? 
To play a third spade, hoping that 
the suit will break 3- 3, is a slightly 
better chance (as demonstrated by 
Col. Telfer in the long discussion 
last year) than the heart finesse, 
especially as North's lead is a 
slight indication that he holds 
vulnerable cards in the other 
suits. 
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Better, howeve:r, must be the 
plays that combime chances. Thus 
one can win tbte club lead in 
dummy and finesse •9 at trick 
2. This provides about a 70 per 
cent chance of making an extra 
trick in spades, and if it fails then 
the heart finesse: can be taken. 
Alternatively, one can win the 
club lead in h:and, cash 0 K, 
cross to + K, arnd seek the extra 
trick from a 4- 3 break in dia
monds, again with the heart 

finesse in reserve. But to find the 
diamonds 4-3 is only a 62 per cent 
chance. Prospects can be im
proved a little by playing a high 
spade when in hand. 

There are some ways of flirting 
with chances in three suits, but 
they run into entry difficulties. I 
think I followed the right per
centage play when I won the club 
in dummy and finessed .9. 
Naturally, North held . Jx and 
the King of hearts. 

The 1Great Slam Mystery 
by RO NALD BOWMAN 

Scene: Sherlock Holmes' study 
on a quiet autumn evening. A 
roaring fire burns in Lhe gralc, 
and there is a gleam of excitement 
in Holmes' deep-set eyes as he 
turns to Dr. Watson, who has 
just entered. A copy of the 
October issue of the British Bridge 
World is held between Holmes' 
long sensitive fingers. 

" Listen to this, Watson; what 
do you make of this curious 
paragraph from that fellow--er, 
what's his name: again? Ob, yes, 
Terence Reese, in an article called, 
' Why We Lost'?" 

" Why we lost," grunted Wat
son, his homely features creasing 
in a puzzled fro•wn, as he crossed 
to his favourite chair near the 
fire. " Why we l•ost what, Holmes? 
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I don't quite follow . " 
"The recent European Bridge 

Championship, Watson, no less. 
You must have heard something 
of the affair. Don't you read 
your Times?" 

Watson nodded thoughtfully. 
"Ah yes, Holmes, I do remem

ber hearing something about it, 
now you mention it- a bad 
business, a bad business. These 
foreigners seem to be getting a 
bit forward these days. But 
you're surely not going to get 
involved in such a tangled and 
possibly dangerous case, are you? 
I've heard these bridge-playing 
fellows can be devilish awkward 
at times." 

Holmes made one of his char
acteristic gestures, and joined 



"-er, what',s his name?" 

Watson at the fire, reaching for 
his favourite pipe from its accus
tomed place. 

"There's something that needs 
explaining, nevertheless, Watson, 
and I mean to explore a little. 
Let me read you the passage I've 
referred to. 'Outr slam bidding 
was generally po,or, as so often 
in the past. Some say that it is 
silly to repeat every year that 
judgment has be•en at fault, not 
system; yet looking at some of the 
failures, I must say that a good 
Acol pair should have had no 
difficulty on most: of the hands'." 

Holmes fixed Watson with a 
piercing stare and pressed on 
remorselessly. 

"Now Watson, does this mean 
that (a) we had no pairs playing 
Acol? Or (b) thatt, if all or some 
of the pairs wer~e playing Acol, 
they were not good Acol pairs? 
Or (c) that they were good Acol 
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pairs, but for some reason or 
another were not functioning 
properly?" 

Watson's features creased still 
further in a deeper puzzled frown. 

"By Jove, Holmes, I believe 
you're on to something," he ex
claimed excitedly, "go on, go 
on." 

"So, my dear fellow," Holmes 
continued, pacing nervously to 
and fro now, as he ticked off the 
points on his long and sensitive 
fingers, " Where does that take 
us? (a) is ruled out, as I have 
every reason to believe that all 
three pairs were adherents of the 
Acol system, while (b) is quite 
unthinkable of course, eh? So 
then (c) must be the only explana
tion." 

Watson threw an admiring 
glance in Holmes' direction, which 
Holmes deftly caught. 

"Gad, Holmes, you astound 
me!" 

"Well, you know my methods, 
Watson. But wait, these are deep 
waters, there's still something 
amiss. For why should (c) be so, 
as all these pairs a:re surely of 
such calibre as to function pro
perly and efficiently in a European 
Championship, otherwise they 
wouldn't be playing in it, would 
they?" 

There was silence and the 
minutes ticked away; then Wat-



son's features began to lose their 
deep creases and puzzled scowls. 
At last he spra:ng to his feet
his face clear and his eyes shining. 

"Holmes," he cried, "You don't 
mean ... !" 

Holmes cut in quickly. "Why, 
yes, yes of course, man, you see it 
too. Elementary my dear Watson 
- it must be the sys . . . " 

But before he could finish he 
staggered forward into Watson's 
arms, clutching his heart, as a tall 
thin figure appeared suddenly in 
the room, a smoking gun (with 
silencer) in one hand, and a copy 
of The Acol System Today in the , 
other. With a sardonic smile he 
tossed the book on the floor and 
crept swiftly out. 

. he staggered forward into Watson's arms, . 
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Camrose Roundup 
by HAROLD FRANKLIN 

The weekend il6 to 18 Novem
ber saw Camwse matches be
tween Northern Ireland-England 
and Scotland-W'ales, as well as· 
the second leg of the E.B.U. 
Camrose trials. 

Northern lrela1nd v. England 

N.J. B. U. Pro£essor A. McKin
non, D. Cohen., E. Goldblatt, 
Mrs. J. M. Atkinson, T. J. 
McAfee, H. Sharpe, A. Lennon 

· (non-playing capt.). ' 

E.B. U. P. F. Swinnerton-Dyer, 
K. Barbour, D. S. Lee, G. F . 
Mathieson, R. E. Clarke, D. C. 
Rimington, H. Franklin (non
playing capt.). 

This, the firs1t fixture of the 
season, was also the first occasion 
on which the deeds and misdeeds 
of a Camrose match were exposed 
to the hard light of the Bridgerama 
screen. Not surprisingly . the 
players, and particularly the Irish 
team, were some:times a little too 
conscious of the watching eye 
and the bridge suffered, but the 
size of the audience, and the 
attention with which it followed 
the play, was justification and 
reward for the effort that the 
N.I.B.U. had put into the staging 
of the contest. 

.Not a slam was bid and made. 
in all 96 boards, so it would not 
be inappropriate to begin with a 
simple contract of INT. 

WEST 

+ A J 8 6 
\?A 6 4 
0 K 6 53 
+ Q3 

EAST 

+ K3 2 
\? K 52 
0 Q74 
+ J 8 54 

West is the declarer and the 
opening lead is the Jack of hearts, 
South plays the nine and you allow 
the Jack to hold. North con
tinues w_ith the three of hearts on 
which South plays the Queen and 
you win with the Ace. You play 
the three of diamonds to the 
Queen, which holds. What next? 
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You have made three tricks in 
the red suits, where North has 
already shown considerable 
strength. I f you attack spades 
now you may well find your other 
four tricks there, and if that does 
not quite succeed there is still the 
chance that the defence might 
develop a club trick for you. 

Rimington, following some such 
line, was one down. The heart 
play strongly suggested a 4-3 
division, since with Q9 alone 
South would probably have played 
the Queen to the first trick, and 



South dealer 
Love all 

that should give declarer his 
pointer. When the Queen of 
diamonds has won, play off the 
third round of hearts before 
exiting with a second diamond 
and leave it to North to help you 
to your seventh trick. This was 
the complete deaJ: 

NORTH .4 
\?Q987 
OQJ952 
+ 9 8 7 

WEST 
• Q963 

North dealer \? 6 2 
North-South vulnerable 0 A I 0 6 

NORTH + Q J 10 4 
• Q 9 4 SOUTH 

EAST 

• J 10 7 2 
\:) KI054 
0 8 7 4 
+ A6 

\? J 10 8 3 • A K 8 5 
0 A 10 8 \? A J 3 
+ Kl02 O K3 

W EST 

+ A J 8 6 
\:}A64 
0 K6 53 
+ Q3 

EAST + K 53 2 
+ K 3 2 South bid clubs and spades and 
<:? K 5 2 ended in 3NT. West, Mathieson, 
0 Q 7 4 led + Q and East, Lee, won and 
+ J 8 5 4 returned the six. The declarer, 

SouTH Cohen, played low and West, 
+ I 0 7 5 unable to continue the suit, 
<:? Q 9 7 switched to \:)6. East covered the 
0 J 9 2 seven with the ten, a play which 
+ A 9 7 6 is open to question. It was not 

l n the other room West, McKin- impossible that West had led 
non, opened OM Diamond. His from three small, in which case 
partner, D. Cohen, felt that the the play of the ten might give the 
East hand did not quite qualify chance to develop an extra trick. 
for the SNAP method (Strong And if West had led from a 
no trump after passing) which doubleton, as in fact he had, the 
they favour and so bid Two play of the ten makes it possible 
Clubs. Not a success; a tight to develop an entry for the 
defence held him to his five side diamond suit. 

winners. Cohen seemed to have found 
Both defender and declarer had the answer when he considered 

the chance to shine on the next for several minutes before playing 
one, where the contract was 3NT. to the trick. If he wins with the 
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Ace he can set up the diamond 
suit and gain sure entry to 
dummy by overtaking the Jack 
of hearts. That provides time 
for four diamomd tricks, two in 
spades and hearts, and the King 
of clubs. But Cohen played the 
Jack and disappointed a hopeful 
'Rama audience. He continued 
with the King of diamonds and a 
small diamond and West, who 
had not observed the small cards, 
failed to go up with the Ace. 
The declarer w:as then able to 
take a second heart finesse and 
limit his losses to one down. 

At the half-way stage the scores 
were level, but ·tlhat was the peak 
of the Irish fortunes over the 
week-end. This was a secondt-half 
gain to England. 

South dealer 
Game all 

WEST ·~ ']6 

NORTH 

. KJ ·l0876 
~ ' 9 S7 
0 7 6 
,. 6 5 

0 A K Q J 10 8 
+ K 10 8 4 3 

EAST 

. AQ952 
~A K 10 5 
0 94 
+Q9 

SOUTH 
• 43 
~ Q4 3 2 
0 53 2 
+ AJ72 
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At both tables West opened One 
Diamond, N~rth overcalled One 
Spade and East doubled. When 
McKinnon was West he bravely 
passed the double and had to be 
content with 500. Swinnerton
Dyer, judging that his hand might 
produce only one defensive trick 
and yet be worth eight or nine 
playing tricks, wisely removed to 
Two Clubs and his partner bid 
3NT. 

Barbour won the opening lead 
of a small heart with the Jack and 
led a club to the Queen and Ace. 
South returned a diamond and 
the declarer overtook the eight 
with his nine, cashed . A and 
ran the diamond suit, eventually 
squeezing South in hearts and 
clubs to arrive at twelve tricks 
more safely than with the club 
finesse. 

A Camrose encounter is decided 
by three separate matches of 32 
boards each, with 6 V.P.s at stake 
in each match. 

The new scale of scoring re
quires a lead of 41 i.m.p. for a 
6-0 win. With one board to go 
England led by 41 and the 
audience were on their toes. 

(see next page) 

In the open room Mathieson, 
South, became declarer in Three 
Spades after a competitive auction 
and West led ~Q, which was 
covered by the King and Ace. 



West dealer 
. East-West vulnerable~ 

WEST 

• 9 52 
<:/ QJ7 
0 A9 

NORTH 

• Q J 7' 
<:/ K 10 3 
0 J 10 B 4 2 
+ 12 

EAST 

+ 10 9 6 54 

+ K 
<:/A98652 
0 Q 6 53 
+ AQ 

SOUTH 

+ A108643 
<:/4 
0 K 7 
+ K 8 7 3 

East returned a heart and the 
declarer ruffed and led a low club 
from hand, having no more con
venient card to play. In such 
circumstances it might have been 
better to have diiscarded a club 
on the second heart, forcing West 
to make the next move. As it was, 
the contract failed by one trick, 
and that meant that, to win the 
match 6-0, England had to get a 
plus score with the East-West 
cards on Bridgerama. There, 
North - South :reached Three 
Spades, which might have been 
an exciting contract, but Barbour 
pushed on to Four Hearts, against 
which South opened with Ace 
and another spade. The contract 
could have been made by laying 
down the Ace :and Queen of 
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clubs, as the more apprehensive 
spectators quickly recognised. 
Barbour, however, pursued a 
much more rational (and less suc
cessful) line, and Northern Ireland 
bad salvaged a victory point. 

In the second match the English 
team stretched into a lead after 
eight boards. There were inter
esting features in the play in both 
rooms on this board:-

South dealer 
Love all 

WEST 

• 10 53 
<:/Q72 
0 K5 

NORTH 

• 74 
<:/ A J 10 9 8 5 
0 A 7 
+ QJ 2 

EAST 
+ KQ98 
<:/ K 4 

+ 10 9 8 7 3 
0 J 10 8 2 
+ K64 

SOUTH 

+ A J 6 2 
<:? 6 3 
O Q9 643 
+ AS 

The English pair bid as follows: 
SOUTH NORTH 

Barbour Swinnerton-

South 
2NT to 

No 
20 
2+ 
No 

Dyer 
1<:/ 
2<:/ 
3<:/ 

might have 
Two Spades, 

preferred 
and that 



might well have led his partner 
to game. Against Three Hearts 
the King of spades was led and 
taken in dummy, and a heart 
finesse lost to the King. East led 
the Jack of diamonds, covered by 
the Queen, King and Ace, and 
the declarer led a second spade. 
East won and. played a third 
spade on which the declarer dis
carded his losing diamond. A 
second heart finesse, then the 
declarer ran hiis trumps leaving 
this position: 

NORTH ·<y) 8 5 

0 -
+ Q 2: 

WEST 
Immaterial 

SOUTH 
+ 6 
<y)-
0 9 6 
+ A 

EAST 
+ 9 
<y)-
OJ 
+ K6 

The fifth trump left East with 
no answer. 

Eleven tricks was likely to be 
a good result if opponents failed 
to reach game. On 'Rama, how
ever, the Irish South was declarer 
in 3NT, and this is what happened: 
the contract went two down and 
West, with his five points, made 
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all six tricks for the defence, while 
East, with his twelve points, 
made none. Try to work that 
out before you read on. 

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST 
Sharpe Riming- McAfee Clarke 

ton 
10 No I<y) INT 
No No 3<y) No 
3NT No No No 

North's failure to double lNT 
and South's final bid were both 
somewhat surprising, but East's 
overcall of 1 NT proved the big
gest surprise of all. The ten of 
clubs was covered by the Jack, 
King and Ace and the declarer 
began by playing a diamond to 
the Ace and one back to the 
Queen - understandable when 
one appreciates that he placed 
East with all the outstanding high 
cards. West won with 0 K and 
continued clubs, the declarer hold
ing off for one round and dis
carding a diamond on the next. 
Now he played a spade from 
dummy and won with the Jack. 
A heart to the Jack came next, 
but Clarke had no difficulty in 
playing low. A second spade 
from the table, on which East 
played high and South won with 
the Ace. The declarer exited with 
a third spade and West was in 
with the ten (his third tri9k), 
cashed two good clubs and made 
the last trick with <y)Q. 



Although the English players 
continued to have the better of 
things, there was still an issue to 
be resolved when the last board 
appeared on the Bridgerama 
screen. 

West dealer 
East-West vulnerabll! 

WEST 

• 32 

NORTH 

+ Q9 
~A98:75 
0 107 
• 9 7 53 

EAST 

~ KJ 3 2 
0 Q964 
. QJ4 

+ AJ754 
~ 106 
03 
• A K 10 6 2 

SOUTH 

+ K JO 8 6 
~Q4 
OAKJ852 .8 

England led by 35 i.m.p. and 
had already played the hand in 
Two Diamonds, doubled and 
made. To gain the points needed 
for a 6-0 win they needed a plus 
score on the East-West cards. 
Barbour opened One Club as 
East and Mrs. Atkinson, South, 
bid One Diamond. The auction 
continued with One Heart by 
West and One :Spade by East. 
South bid Two Diamonds and 
West weighed in with a doubtful 
double, which was passed out. 
The defence began with the 

Queen and Jack of clubs and the 
declarer ruffed the second round 
and played a spade to the Queen 
and Ace. East returned a trump 
(a heart might have turned out 
better), and West won with the 
Queen and returned a second 
trump. The declarer played a 
successful spade finesse and grate
fully cashed her eight tricks but 
that, as it happened, was pre
cipitate. If she merely plays off 
all her trumps the hand is reduced 
to four cards. East must hold 
two spades and one club and 
cannot therefore hold more than 
one heart (he kept two hearts 
amongst his last five cards). The 
declarer then plays a heart to the 
Ace, exits with a club, and makes 
an overtrick when East has to 
play away from Jx of spades. 

Northern Ireland were thus 
able to collect a second V.P. In 
the third match the visitors started 
too well and were always booked 
for a maximum win, to make their 
final tally sixteen v.p. out of a 
possible eighteen. 
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All three English pairs were in 
commanding form, with Swinner
ton-Dyer and Barbour possibly 
the most impressive card players. 
After a poor start to the final 
match the Irish players assumed 
that desperate measures were 
called for, and but for this tactical 
error they may well have saved at 



least one point in each match. 
They played with a spirit and 
with an occasior:tal flash of inspira
tion that merit~ed such a reward. 
They did, however, make occa
sional mistakes·-and that is one 
charge to which the Irish organ
isers and hosts can plead a very 
confident Not Guilty. They made 
the occasion memorable for all 
who were so fortunate as to be 
there. 

E.B.U. Camrose Trial 
Fourteen pairs were to bring 

forward their scores from the 
first trial, play•ed in September, 
but a very last-minute withdrawal 
by one of the l·eaders left a half
table. Leading scores, before 
play began, were: 

East dealer 
North-South vulnerable 

WEST 

NORTH 

+QJ 987 
\? A 10 
OA542 
+ K4 

EAST 

+ A6 3 
\?8632 

• 54 
\? K J 7 

<> Q J 10 7 6 
+ 8 

SOUTH 

<> 9 8 3 
+ A J 9. 63 

+ K 102 
\?Q954 
OK 
+ Q 107 52 

The strong probability was that 
the declarer held the Ace of 
hearts. If the club play were 

Langiert and Smerdon + 42 honest there was no reason why, 
Brock and Higson + 35 East should not take the Ace of 
Morley and Endicott + 31 · hearts before giving his partner a 
Spurway and Topley +II club ruff. And if he assumed the 
There was no substantial change declarer to hold the Ace of 

at the head of the table during the hearts, then the heart return by 
first session. There was one hand, West was a mistake. The de
however, whicht showed there is 
profit in thinkimg for oneself. 

(see next column) 

East led a trump against Four 
Spades. West won and returned 
his single club. East took the 
Ace and return•ed the nine, quite 
properly from his point of view. 
West ruffed and, recognising the 
suit preference card, duly re
turned a heart. 

darer was already in a position 
to take any discards that might 
be available so that, if he had an 
unavoidable heart loser he would 
still lose it. The trump return, 
however, was always likely to do 
good since West knew that any 
long diamonds in the declarer's 
hand were losers. 

On the heart return the de
clarer won with the Ace, played a 
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spade to the King and ruffed a 
heart. He re-enttered the dummy 
with () K for a further heart ruff 
and could still enter with a dia
mond ruff to cash the established 
Queen for his tenth trick. And 
only the heart return by West 
made it possible:. 

Four Spades was neither easy 
to bid or make 'on this hand from 
the final session : 
East dealer 
Game all 

NORTH 

+ K6 
\? K1073 
() 6 5 
. QJ984 

EAST WEST 

+ A9542 
\? 1 
() K 10 9 3 2 
. 72 

• Q 10 7 3 
\? A952 
()
. AK653 

SOUTH 

• J 8 
\? Q864 
() AQJ874 
. 10 

This was one auction: 
SOUTH W EST NORTH EAST 1. 
1 () Dble lNT Dble 
No No No 

The double of One Diamond is 
questionable, for the contract is 
unlikely to rest and it may be 
inconvenient to bid spades at a 
later stage. Also East's double of 
1 NT is far from safe. 
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In Four Spades, played by 
West, the probable diamond lead 
would establish a tenth trick. On 
a neutral lead of a club or heart 
the declarer does best to ruff a 
heart before playing Ace and 
another trump. The Ace and 
King of clubs expose South's 
shortage and the declarer can then 
ruff out all dummy's hearts before 
playing the ten of diamonds and 
allowing South to take two dia
mond tricks before conceding one 
to the King. 

Brock and Higson ended clear 
leaders with a tie for second 
place between Spurway and Top
ley and Buckley and Bowen. No 
decision has, at the time of 
writing, been announced as to the 
method of splitting the tie. The 
three leaders earned their places 
well and were the only pairs to 
register a plus score in each 
session. 

Scotland v. Wales 
Scotland won their three 

matches by 5- I, 5- 1, 4-2, for a 
total score of 14-4. The teams 
were:-

S.B.U. S. and H . Barnett, H. 
Fraser, J. A. Stevenson, T. Lamb, 
A. Winetrobe, D. Skinner (non
playing captain). 

W.B.U. P. Spurway, G. Need
ham, W. B. Gravenor, B. Agers, 
R. Wiltshire, D . Hamilton, Dr. J. 
Butler (non-playing captain). 



Hands of the Month 

Miss Shanahan v. W. W. Brown 

West dealer 

Room 1 

SOUTH 
Mrs. 

Francis 

2<::? 
No 

• 7 6 53 
~ K J2 
0 10 
. A9654 

WEST NORTH 
J. Brown 

Sharples 
No 1<) 
3+ 5<) 
No No 

+ A4 
~4 
OKQ98432 
• K 10 8 

+ 2 
~A 10 8 6 3 
OJ.765 
. Q7 3 

Room 2 

EAST SOUTH 
Miss Gray 

Shanahan 
I + 
5+ 2<::? 

4<) 
No 
No 

+ 3 led. 9 tricks. 200 to N-S. + Kied. 

East-West vulnerable 

+ K Q J 10 9 8 
~ Q 9 7 5 
OA 
• J 2 

WEST NORTH EAST 
Mrs. R. Francis 

Brown Sharples 
No l <) 1+ 
2 + 3<) 3+ 
4 + 5<) No 
Dble No No 

11 tricks. 550 toN-S. 

This was a first-round match in the national mixed teams championship. The 
lead changed hands in every set of ten boards but eventually Miss Shanahan won by 
1160 points. 

Room J. West's Three Spades and North 's Five Diamonds were both good 
moves. East now persevered and should have been doubled for 500 but the oppo
nents failed to take advantage. 

Room 2. Here the exchanges were of a more probing nature and East-West 
rightly judged that Five Spades could not be made. It is hard to blame West for 
doubling Five Diamonds, but this contract is always made by setting up dummy's 
fifth heart for a club discard. 
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I 

by Ronald Crown 

G. C. H. Fox v. Walkden 

South dealer Love all 

• 9 5 
<:::) J 7 
OKQ8532 
4d 8 7 

+ K 72 

E3 
+ A QJ 3 

<:::) K 10 9 <:::) A 6 4 
<> J 9 7 <> 10 4 
+ A 10 3 2 + KQ65 

• 10 8 6 4 
'V Q 8532 
0 A 6 
+ 94 

Room 1 Room 2 

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST 
Crown R. Fox B. L. P. A. P. 

Harris Marks Bergman Grosser Walk den Gordon 
No No No 1+ No No 10 Dble 
No 2+ No 3NT No 20 No 2+ 
No No No No 2NT No 3NT 

Dble No No No 
~3 led. 11 tricks. 460 to E-W. 05 led. 7 tricks. 300 to N-S. 

This was a first round match in the Gold Cup. After 32 boards the scores were 
level, but a series of misbid hands left Walkden an easy winner. 

Room 1. The Baron system in action, where a single raise in a minor suit is 
stronger than a double raise. From East's point of view there seemed to be enough 
points for game but the best contract was difficult to find. His gamble of 3NT 
paid off, as he received a natural heart lead. 

Room 2. At equal vulnerability, North 's opening bid does not stand to gain 
in the normal way. Left alone East-West could well land in 3NT played by West 
and go down automatica lly on the diamond lead. 

The opening bid did in fact give East-West a golden chance to reach the right 
contract of Four Spades but even when doubled they elected to stand fast in 3NT 
with no guard in the enemy suit. West's best action after Two Spades by partner 
is probably a simple raise to Three Spades. 
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The majority of British car 

manufacturers fit Dunlop 

tyres as standard equipment 

on their new models. 

DUNLOP 
For TOP Safety - TOP mileage 
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You Say ... 
Readers are invited to send letters on all subjects 
to the Editor, B.B.W., 35 Dover Street, London, W.l. 

1 have a suggestion in connexion 
with encouraging younger players 
which might appeal to those of 
lesser ability than Messrs. Tait 
and Stanley, who have written in 
your columns on this subject. 

Could there not be a Plate 
Competition (as at Wimbledon) 
for teams which get knocked out 
in the first round of the Gold 
Cup, and possibly, the other 
National Open events? There is 
in my experience, too often the 
feeling that it is not worth enter
ing as there would in all prob
ability be only one match. By a 
Plate competition one might en
courage more teams, and especi
ally young players, to enter. 

Disadvantages? Lower stan
dards in early rounds might result 
but the experience given to lesser 
teams should outweigh this. 
More organisation at the centre 
would be needed, but this ought 
not to be an insuperable obstacle. 

R. B. JACKSON, 

Solihull, Warwicks. 

Your suggestion certainly seems 
valuable to me, Unfortunately one 
never knows whether such ideas 
are considered by the E. B. U., or 
with what result . 
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Before the new conductor of 
100 Up moves into the obscurant
ist world of some of his pre
decessors, may I take up the 
question of problem 2 in the 
October competition? At rubber 
bridge, with North-South vulner
able, the bidding has gone: 

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST 

10 No 
Jy> No 2• No 
20 No 3• No 
? 

South holds:-
+J542 y> AKQ8 0 762 . 83. 

Clearly South should co-operate 
with his partner's game try, and I 
proposed Four Diamonds, re
marking that Three Hearts (the 
winning choice) would suggest 
different values altogether. 

The learned adjudicator pro-
fessed himself baffled. What 
values? he asked rhetorically. 

1 was thinking of this sort of 
hand: 

+ xx y>AIOxxxx O J9xx . x; 
or: 

+ xxx y>KJxxxx OKIOx . x. 
It is true that South might have 

rebid Two Hearts on either hand. 
but Two Diamonds is certainly 
not a mistake. When partner 



proposes better things with Three 
Clubs, South shows that he can 
stand Four Diamonds and also 
has rebiddable hearts. 

The bid I suggested on the 
actual hand, Four Diamonds, 
shows clearly that the tops are in 
hearts, not spades, for with high 
cards in spades South would try 
for 3NT. 

However, it was a most aus
picious debut by the new manage
ment, and the decision to extend 
to 64 pages is also welcome. 
Never a great one for filling in 
forms, I have already taken out 
four Christmas Gift Subscriptions, 
and I hope very much that many 
readers will do the same. 

T ERENCE REESE, 

London, W.l. 
J daresay that Hiron will echo 

Thomas Morton's remark: "Ap
probation from Sir Hubert is 
praise indeed." 

* * * 
In common, I think, with all 

your readers, I have always taken 
for granted the courteous and 
unpretentious style of B.B. W. 
articles. I am, therefore, con
cerned at the tone adopted by 
"Barbarossa." It seems to me 
that the all-too-prevalent concep
tion of the boorish bridge expert 
will thereby be rekindled in many 
circles. Please, Mr. Editor, indi
viduality, yes, but spare us blatant 
bombast. 
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Please keep this date free 

MARCH 28, 1963 

for the worldwide 
CHARITY CHALLENGE 

CUP 

Full details will be 
announced later. Enquiries 

to 
Mrs. J. Gatti, '' 

33 Palisser Road, London, 
W.I4 

In aid of the 

FREEDOM FROM 
HUNGER CAMPAIGN 

On another matter, 1 agree with 
Sir Hugh Garrett that more 
articles of general interest would 
be welcome. I should like to see 
more discussion of bidding 
methods and conventions. 

I. G. SMilH, 

Twyford, Hampshire 

Barbarossa, 12th century Ger
man ruler of the Holy Roman 
Empire, was famous for his war
like expeditions against rebellious 
underlings and neighbouring coun
tries. Legend has it that he still 
sits in a cave awaiting his country's 
call, and doubtless it is from some 
such fastness that our contributor 
addresses the nation. (J mean 
Barbarossa, not Mr. Smith.) The 
Encyclopaedia Britannica says that 
he was zealous in his attention to 



public business and his private 
life was impeccable. 

How many of us can say the 
same? In the B. B. W. the pseudo
nym masks one of the most 
retiring and modest of writers and 
the ironical style is deliberate. 

• • • 
Regarding Barbarossa ·s article 

on page 16 of the November 
issue-" a poor exchange for game 
and rubber." 

What game, and how. Unless 
"idiocy" finds a new high. 
Squeeze-play? I don't see it. 

How now, Barbarossa? 

PHILLIP JAY, 

Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. 

Barbarossa says, "I had hoped 
to make it clear that I deal with 
practical bridge, not double dummy. 
If, against four spades, East does 
not start with 0 A (which would 
thereby rank as his best play for 
the last 25 years) he presumably 
leads his singleton heart. By 
reading the heart position and 
placing West with + A a good 
declarer can manoeuvre to make 
the contract except against a 
miraculous series of defensive plays. 

Declarer knows that if East had 
+ A he would have (i) tranced over 
North's spade bid; (ii) looked very 
pleased on being doubled; (iii) bid 
three diamonds instead of two; 
(iv) led it. 

GOLD CUP DRAW-Round 2 
F. Farrington v. E. F. Briscoe or 

Miss 0. Ramus 
Y. J . Garrod or B. Hinton v. J . C. 

Bloomfield 
M. Blank or M.A. Porter v. N. Silver

beck 

R. C. C. Gyles v. L. R. Griffin 
R. Hardy v. A. S. Monckton 
P. E. Morley v. Mrs. R. T . Higson 
M. H. Stephenson or J. Bloomberg v. 

R. D. F. Bland 
F. C. Keyte v. S. W. Thomas 
G. Fell or M. Bergson v. Mrs. Golding 

or G. P. Hirst 
Dr. J. B. Switalski v. W. E. Lee or 

E. H. Pudsey 
J. H. Doran or W. Grimble v. J. R. L. 

K. Blundell v. D r. J. B. Fulton 
M.A. Sutherland v. Mrs. J . Durran 
P. W. Poulter v. J. P. Watson 
E. W. Crowhurst v. A. G. Dormer 
G. B. Burrows v. A. G. Jeffery 
Mrs. M. Edwards v. A. Scouller 
E. A. Stead or P. Juan v. J. Tarlo 
J. Sargeant or C. J. Hopkins v. H. 

Abrahams 
J. S. Sindell v. J. 0. Parkinson or W. H . 

A. Groom 
N. Gardener v. C. G. Ainger 

C. G. Bottone v. Mrs. Albuquerque or 
Mrs. R . Markus 

J . Field v. G. L. Delbeke or L. J. Burtt 
Mrs. P. M. Williams v. C. Lester 

Thompson M. Harrison-Gray v. J. E. Taylor or 
L. Morrell v. M. Allen 
Mrs. K. Sharples v. J . Newton A. J. Walkden v. C. Hille 
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Muck or Nettles 
Midlands news by A. HUTCHINSON 

J am sure that there is no need 
to tell you that the situation 
below, with South on lead, is one 
of the basic positions of the auto
matic repeated squeeze, effective 
against either opponent:-

W EST ·~J 
0 X X 

. XX 

NoRTH ·~A lOx 
Ox 
. Q 

SOUTH 

+ x 
~X 
0 AJx ·-

EAST ·~Qx 
OKQ .K 

South plays a spade, throwing a 
heart from dummy, and he can 
manoeuvre to take all the tricks. 

Nor, I'm sure, do you need 
telling that a repeated squeeze 
position cannot be reduced to a 
simple squeeze, as is possible 
with some forms of triple squeeze, 
even though it isn't usually wise 
to do so. In fact there is seldom, 
if ever, any alternative to the 
repeated squeeze; it's a case of 
muck or nettles so to speak. 

Sorry if you're getting impatient. 
I know you know all this simple 
stuff. I'm just reminding you, 
that's all, because this position 
occurred in the qualifying round 
of the Anne Drummond Cups 
competition, a pairs event open to 
players in Birmingham and 
district. 

This was the complete deal:
NORTH 

WEST 

• 6 52 
~ J9 

• 8 3 
~A 10 8 6 52 
0 9 6 2 
. QJ 

EAST 

0 8 4 3 
. 97642 

• 104 
~ Q74 
0 KQ 10 
• K 10 8 53 

SOUTH 
+ AKQJ97 
~ K3 
0 A J 7 5 .A 

My partner, sitting East, was 
the dealer and passed. An open
ing bid of Two Spades by South 
received a positive reply of Three 
Hearts, after which they pro
ceeded to Six Spades via Black
wood, 4NT and 5NT. 

From my miserable collection, 
I had to select a lead. The bidding 
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made it clear that North had one 
Ace, no Kings and was probably 
short of entries. South obviously 
bad the other three Aces and my 
partner any bits and pieces that 
might be missing. Since I held 
three trumps, he was unlikely to 
have more than two, so I led the 
two of spades, fearing that any 
other lead might damage his 
hand. 

After clearing trumps, declarer 
led a low diamond to dummy's 
nine and East's ten, and partner 
got off lead with the eight of clubs. 
The hand then boiled down to the 
position set out above and East 
was helpless. 

Stop! I know; why didn't 
partner play the King of diamonds 
when he had the chance? More 
about that later. 

"Oh ! nice work partner," said 
North, and even the ranks of 
Tuscany could scarce forbear to 
cheer. 

"Almost good enough for the 
papers," suggested South diffi
dently. 

point when East took the dia
mond trick with his ten, but he 
exited with the King of diamonds, 
after which double dummy play 
could still have defeated the con
tract. South, of course, took the 
diamond return, played off the 
Ace of clubs, and then led out his 
trumps to reach this position:-

NORTH ·~A 108 
06 
. Q 

SOUTH 

+7 
~K3 
0 J7 ·-Now you and 1, of course, 

would let the King of clubs go 
when South plays the last trump, 
but East knew better than that. 
He'd read his text books on card 

"Almost," I agreed, gazing play technique. Are you not 
sadly at the travelling score sheet. told that, when threatened with 
Most pairs had been content to a triple squeeze, you should give 
play in Four Spades; one other way to the menace held on your 
only had bid and made Six, and left so that, when the next play 
one had been defeated by Edgar is made, dummy will have to 
Foster and Valley. discard before you? Of course 

When the contract was made, you are; so East let go the King 
play had been the same up to the of diamonds with fatal results. 
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As this was our last board, I 
crossed over to join Foster and 
Valley to find out what had 
happened. 

"You chaps must have won I 
think. You seem to have enjoyed 
a lot of luck tonight," I opened. 

" Luck?" they queried in unison. 
" Luck," I repeated firmly. 

"What about board 20? 3NT 
bid and 4NT made, when decent 
defence holds it to two without 
difficu lty." 

"There was that," admitted 
Edgar. 

"And what about this spade 
slam on board 24? I suppose you 
had the luck to get a declarer who 
didn't know his squeeze plays." 

"Squeeze?" queried Foster. 
" What did you lead then?" 

"A spade." 

"I led a club," said Valley, 
"and Edgar ducked." 

You see what had happened. 
When South, having drawn 
trumps, gave up a diamond trick, 
East played the King of clubs, and 
the repeated squeeze was no more. 
Nor was there any alternative. 
As I said, it's muck or nettles with 
a repeated squeeze. 

" What made you choose a 
club?" I enquired. "Surely not 
just because they weren't bid?" 

" Flair," said Valley modestly, 
"just flair." 

"Flair my foot," I replied 
rudely. "You were lucky. I'll 
say you were lucky." 

" Lucky," jeered Foster, "that, 
the vulnerability being favourable, 
I opened the bidding on the East 
hand, with One Club." 

One Hundred Up 
Conducted by A LAN H IR ON 

December Competition 
A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the 

competition will be determined by, though not necessarily in strict 
proportion to, the votes of the panel. 

The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:-
FIRST PRICE SECOND AND THIRD PRIZES 

Two Guineas. One Guinea. 
Please read these rules carefully . No competitor may send in more 

than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the B.B.W. are eligible 
for prizes. 

Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up, British Bridge World, 
35 Dover Street, London, W.l , to arrive not later than first post on 
January 1. Some latitude will be given to overseas competitors. 
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P roblem No. 1 (10 points) 
Match-point pairs, game all, the 

bidding has gone:-
SoUTH WEST 

Redble 
? 

JNT 

South holds:-

NORTH 
1'\1 
2'\/ 

EAST 
Dble 
No 

+ Q32 '\17 0AQJ94 + AJ105. 
What should South bid? 

Problem No. 2 (JO points) 
l.M.P. scoring, North-South vulner

able, the bidding has gone:-
SoUTH WEST NORTH EAST 
No No 1'\/ 20 
? 
South holds:-
+ AJ109 '\/K9 0 J62 + Q752. 
What should South bid? 

Problem No. 3 (20 points) 
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding 

has gone:-
SouTH WEsT 

? 

No 
No 

South holds:-

NORTH 
1'\/ 
2+ 
3'\/ 

EAST 
No 
No 
No 

+ AJ4 '\/632 O KQJ74 + K9. 
(a) Do you agree with South's 3+ 

bid? If not, what alternative do you 
prefer? 

(b) What should South bid now? 

Problem No. 4 (10 points) 
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding 

has gonc:-
SOUTH WEST 

? 

No 
No 

South holds:-

NORTH 
1'\1 
INT 
3+ 

+ AJ9743 '\{QJ 0 J9 + 964. 
What should South bid? 

EAST 
No 
No 
No 
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Problem No. 5 (10 points) 
I .M.P. scoring, East-West game, the 

bidding has gone:-
SOUTH WEST 

6'\/ 
? 
South holds:-

NORTH 
4+ 
Dble 

EAST 
5'\1 
No 

+ K82 '\15 076 + Q987643. 
What should South bid? 

Problem No. 6 (10 points) 
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding 

has gone:-
SoUTH WEST 

No 
? 

No 

South holds:-

NORTH 
1'\/ 
Dble 

EAST 
2+ 
No 

+ 0 942 \?AS 0963 + 10752. 
What should South bid? 

Problem No. 7 (20 points) 
Match-point pairs, North-South vul-

nerable, the bidding has gone:-
SouTH WEST NORTH EAST 
No No 1+ No 
2'\/ No 3+ No 
? 
South holds:-
+ 742 \?AKJ10 OJ6 + J1043. 
(a) Do you agree with South's Two 

Heart response? If not, what alter
native do you prefer? 

(b) What should South bid now? 

Problem No. 8 (10 points) 
J.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding 

has gone:-
SoUTH WEST 
1+ 10 
No 4'\/ 
No 
South holds:-

NORTH 
2+ 
No 

EAST 
3\? 
No 

+ KQ75 '\19 0 42 + AQ9632. 
What should South lead? 



Master Point News 
by FRED BINGHAM 

PROMOTIONS 
To National Master: Dr. R. Y. Forbes (Surrey). 
To "Four Star" Master: G. C. H. Fox (Kent). 
To "Three Star" Master : M.G. D. Williams (Kent). 
To "Two Star" Master: A. S. Monckton (Staffordshire). 
To "One Star" Master: N. F. Choularton (Staffordshire); Mrs. B. Harris (Lon

don); A. M. Hiron (London); W. H. Lamport (Herts.); E. S. Lamont (Northern 
Ireland). 

To Master: J. B. Boyd-Barrett (Surrey); Dr. W. Bamber (Northern Ireland); 
H. A. Carter (Notts.); Mrs. G. G. Hill (Yorks.); S. V. H. Harding (Herts.); S. 
Meggitt (Lines.). 

LEADING SCORES 

Life Masters: R. Sharples (710); J. Sharples (709); M. Harrison-Gray (688); 
Mrs. P. Gordon (587); B. Schapiro (511); A. Rose (502); Dr. M. Rockfelt (495); 
J. Nunes (482); E. J. Spurway (468); Mrs. R. Markus (438); S. Booker (424); P. F. 
Spurway (422); R. A. Priday (415); M. Wolach (410); D. C. Rimington (401); 
A. Dormer (386); Mrs. A. L. Fleming (383); Dr. S. Lee (379); M. J. Flint (378); 
J. Hochwald (376); Miss D. Shanahan (373); L. Tarlo (369); A. Finlay (364); 
R. Swimer (359); Mrs. M. Oldroyd (358); I. Manning (357); C. Rodrigue (357); 
A. F. Truscott (336); F. North (335); J . T. Reese (324); F. Farrington (323); G. C. 
Griffiths (319); K. Konstam (316); B. H. Franks (314); P. F. Swinnerton-Dyer 
(309); J. Lazarus (307); H. Franklin (303); *N. Gardener (201); *L. W. Dodds (138). 

* Honorary Life Masters. 

National Masters: J . D. R. Collings (338); C. E. Vickerman (313); R. S. Brock 
(313); H. K. Cooke (305); P. G. F. Whitehouse (303); E. C. Milnes (292); J. H. 
Taylor (288); R. T. Higson (282); R. Crown (281); G. Fell (280); R. Preston (277); 
B. P. Topley (270); E. Leader-Williams (267); J. Pugh (264); M. A. Porter (255); 
R. Franses (243); I. Morris (239); P. Richardson (236); Mrs. G. Durran (235); 
P. Juan (234); Mrs. A.M. Hiron (231); N. S. L. Smart (222); K. R . .Barbour (218); 
J. Miezis (218); E. Newman (216); J. Bloomberg (213); J. Albuquerque (212); 
E. Jamieson (209); S. Blaser (208); Mrs. R. F. Corwen (204) ; Mrs. G. E. Higginson 
(203); Mrs. M. Whitaker (196); P. F. L. Tottenham (196); Dr. R . .Y. Forbes (178); 
G. F. Mathieson (176); E. Silverstone (174); J. Tarlo (165). 

The current issue of the E.B.U. Competitions Brochure contains notices of five 
events, the right to play in which depends on a player's Master Point holding; 
these events are the Masters' Pairs, Masters' Individual, Restricted Pairs, County 
Masters' Pairs and the Rixi. Markus Cup (Womens' Individual). The raising of the 
qualification for the Individual to Life Master status reduced the number of entries 
rather lower than expected; an entry of twenty or twenty-five from a field of thirty
seven eligible players was, apparently, a too optimistic target. 
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The field for the Masters' Pairs, to be played in February consists of nearly ninety 
players, and the first response to the invitations indicates a much higher proportion 
of acceptance than for the Individual. . 

The .. Restricted" Pairs, confined to the rank of Master, attracted an entry of 
forty-eight pairs last February, a figure which is likely to be exceeded for this 
season's event. 

The County Masters' Pairs moves to Jlkley in February. There are no local 
qualifying rounds this season and invitations have been sent to all in the rank. 
Owing to unavoidable delay in announcing the venue the closing date for entries 
has been extended until mid-December. 

As a logical extension of the principle of staging national events confined to 
players of certain Master Points status, County Associations and Clubs have been 
invited to organise competitions similarly restricted in which the awards of Local 
Points are related to the rank(s) of the competitors. The first results of these are 
very encouraging and indicate that, at all levels, competitors like to know that a 
reasonably even standard of play will prevail. This is reflected in numbers of 
requests from players that their personal record cards be made up to date to con
firm their qualification. 

* * * 
Among the recent additions to the list of clubs licensed to award Local Points 

is the British Embassy Bridge Club, Paris. 

* * * 
The Northern Ireland Bridge Union, which has operated the E.B.U. scheme for 

five years, has decided to introduce its own scheme, on similar lines, as from April, 
1963. 

E.B.U. Results 

P. E. Morley (N.W.C.B.A.) 
F. Farrington (N.W.C.B.A.) 
L. Morrell (Yorks.) 
Dr. J . B. Switalski (Yorks.) 
J. R. L. Thompson (Notts.) 
S. W. Thomas (Somerset) 
R. C. C. Gyles (Somerset) 
L . R. Griffin (Wales) 
F. C. Keyte (Devon) 
Mrs. H. Edwards (Surrey) 
A. G. Dormer (London) 
J. S. Sindell (Surrey) 
Mrs. P. M. Williams (London) 
A. J. Walkden (Kent) 

GOLD CUP 
Round I 

beat 

" 

" 
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E. J. Spurway (Warwks.) 
E. Foster (Warwks.) 
S. Vincent (Lines.) 
J . Brown (Lines.) 
H. H. Sargent (Lines.) 
J. S. Morris (Wales) 
W. A. Cleverly (Gios.) 
R. B. Jackson (Warwks.) 
C. C. Smith (Wales) 

I . M.P. 
37 
19 
42 
45 
35 
30 
25 
19 
37 

M. Stolarow (Berks. and Bucks.) 
L. Summers (Sussex) 

40 
41 

E. Seok (London) 
B. V. Byron (Herts.) 
C. G. H. Fox (London) 

4 
27 
40 



GOLD CUP-Round 1 (Cont.) 

H. Abrahams (Middlesex) 
J. Tarlo (London) 
C. Lester (London) 
J. Field (London) 
G. B. Burrows (Essex) 

beat A. C. Eastgate (London) 12 
Mrs. J . Harper (Surrey) 3 
N. L. J. Davies (Surrey) 35 
E. J. Westay;-ay (London) 19 
Hon. Pamela Walpole (Norfolk) 31 

CROCKFORDS CUP - Round I (North) 

H . T. Carsberg (Lines.) 
J. Brown (Lines.) 
L. Morrell (Yorks.) 
G. Fell (Yorks.) 
E. H. Pudsey (Yorks.) 
W. E. Lee (Nons.) 
Mrs. H. Myers (Yorks.) 
Dr. J. B. Fulton (Yorks.) 
B. C. Wilcox (N.W.C.B.A.) 
A. T. M. Jones (Somerset) 
T. Bowden (Oxon.) 
S. W. Thomas (Somerset) 
R. Hardy (Warwks.) 
B. Hinton (N.W.C.B.A.) 
M. Blank (N.W.C.B.A.) 
R. C. C. Gyles (Somerset) 
P. F. L. Tottenham {Staffs.) 

A. S. Monekton (Staffs.) 

beat 

.. 

.. .. 

.. 
,. 

Dr. J. B. Switalski (Yorks.) 
J. Bloomberg (Yorks.) 
W. H. Parker (Lines.) 
W. Grimble (Lines.) 
Mrs. K. Sharples (Lines.) 
Mrs. Kent (Yorks.) 
E. Burston (Derbys.) 
M. Bergson (N.E.B.A.) 
J. Newton (Yorks.) 
R. H. Chope (S.C.) 
J. C. Oxland (Somerset) 
R. J. O'Neill (Gios.) 
P. E. Morley (N.W.C.B.A.) 
M. A. Porter (Warwks.) 
W. E. D. Hall (Warwks.) 
Lt.-Cmdr. Palmer (Devon) 
F. Farrington (N.W.C.B.A.) 

Round Tl 
beat N. Silverbeck (N.W.C.B.A.) 

I. M.P. 
16 

2 
17 
J3 
33 

5 
23 
21 
10 
9 
I 

26 
17 
2 
4 

II 
16 

11 

CROCKFOROS CUP-Round I (South) 

W. Lamport (Herts.) beat J. K. Pates (London) 13 
J. Hibbert (Middlesex) .. J. M. Moss (London) 38 
J. E. Taylor (Herts.) .. C. Lester (London) 11 
L. Tarlo (London) .. D. Reid (London) 35 
R. Preston (London) A. R. Hodges (London) 18 
Mrs. M. Whitaker (London) H. Abraham (Middlesex) 4 
A. G. Dormer (London) Dr. S. Lee (London) 10 
C. Hille (Surrey) Mrs. R. Ingram (Middlesex) tO 
C. G. Bottone (London) 

" 
M. Stolarow (Berks. and Bucks.) 17 

R. A. Priday (London) D. Garfit Clowes (Surrey) 49 
F. Schoen (London) L. J. Burtt (Essex) 2 
J . 0. Parkinson (Middlesex) .. A. L. Della Porta (London) 16 
Mrs. P.M. Williams (London) " 

J. P. Watson (Surrey) 43 
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One Hundred Up 
Conducted by ALAN HIRON 

November solutions: If you did not enter for the November competition, try your 
hand at the problems on page 37 of the November issue before reading how the 
experts voted. 

The panel for the November com
petition consisted of the following ten 
experts: K. Barbour, A. Dormer, 
G. C. H. Fox, T. Reese, C. Rodrigue 
and N. Smart, all of London and the 
Home Counties; C. E. Phillips of 
Che~hire; P. Swinnerton-Dyer of Cam
bridge; J. Besse of Rome; and H. 
Filarski of Amsterdam. 

Problem No. 1 (10 points) 
, Match-point pairs, East-West vulner

able, the bidding has gone:-
SOl.JTH WEST NORTH EAST 

1\? No 3\? 
? 
South holds:-
+08742 \?- OAJ08762 + A4. 
What should South bid? 
Answer: Four Diamonds, JO; Three 

Spades, 4; Double, 2. 
The panel's vote: 7 for Four Dia

monds; 2 for Three Spades (Reese, 
Filarski); J for Double (Fox). 

The panel were all for action of one 
sort or another. The majority preference 
for Diamonds is explained by: · 

DORMER: "Four Diamonds. If you 
bid Three Spades and partner doubles 
W.:st's continuation of Four Hearts you 
will regret having misdescribed the 
hand; he may have doubled for entirely 
the wrong reasons." 

Worried about his best coutse of 

move now. The real problem will be 
whether to push on with Four Spades if 
West tries Four Hearts and partner 
t emains inanimate." 

RODRJGUE: "Four Diamonds. I 
should be most surprised n:,t to have 
another chance of showing the spadh, 
which J propose to do at the Four lev'el. 
If the opponents get any higher (or if 
partner doubles Four Hearts), I shall be 
quite pleased with two Aces and the 
expectation of bad breaks." 

BESSE: "Four Diamonds. lntendir.g 
to bid Four Spades over Four Hearts, 
unless partner takes some other action 
in between. I don't think that any 
alternative course (like No Bid, Thr~e 
Spades, Double, etc.) would prove good 
in the long run." 

Claiming to be followi11g the rest of 
the room: 

SMART: "Four Diamonds. My in
stinct is to double but one knows that 

• tnat is net going to get anywhere. All 
the overbidders I know always bid both 
suits on such hands and miraculously 
seem to emerge unscathed." 

Following a different tack: 
REESE: "Three Spades. One must 

have a go, but I would not plan to bid 
Four Diamonds and follow with Four 
Spades. It is quite possible that there 
is a defence to Four Hearts." 

action on the next round of bidding: Yes but, as implied in Dormer's 
PHJLI.IPS: "Four Diamonds. We may answer above, after your Three Spade 

or may not eventually want to sacrifice, bid partner may not be well placed to 
but Four Diamonds must be the right find this defence, if it exists. 
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Sure as smoking starts a lug, sure as open 
windows let in draughts and noise: sure as 
stale air dulls the brain-and sure as you've 

Y d learned the economy ou nee of buying quality ..• 

rJf(]J!iJ(]0J'tf0&J --~-
ventilation for better air conditions 
Ask your electrical supplier t o demonstrate the exclusive Vent-Axia automatic shutter. 
Vent-Axla Ltd . 60 Rochester Row . london S.W.I. Telephone: VICtoria 22# 
Branches at: Glasgow. Manchester. Birmingham. Leeds. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Bristol 

A HlHIU OF THE HAU•THU.HOTANK GJtOUII' 
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Problem No. 2 (10 points) 
Rubber bridge, North-South 

able, the bidding has gone:-
SolTTH WFSr NORTH 

No 
J+ No 2NT 
? 
South holds:-

vulner-

EAST 

No 
No 

+5 ~AK6 <)AK8 + AJ10832. 
What should South bid? 
Answer: Six Clubs, 10; Four Clubs, 

6; Three Diamonds or Three Hearts, 4 ; 
Six No Trumps, 3. 

The panel's vote: 5 for Six Clubs; 2 for 
Four Clubs (Barbour and Dormer); 
J for Three Diamonds (Reese); I for 
Three Hearts (Swinnerton-Dycr); I for 
Six No Trumps (Filarski). 

The panel was unanimous in its 
decision that at least Six Clubs ought 
to be on. Having made this decision, 
most of them bid it directly-pausing 
only to observe that no amount of 
scientific cue-bidding is ever likely to 
tell us whether Seven Clubs is on. 

SMART: "Six Clubs. It is wildly 
improbable that the grand slam is on, 
and if we indulge in a descriptive 
sequence we could find that we have a 
trump loser and that we have also 
advised the opponents that we arc 
missing an Ace." 

There was, however, a small party of 
scientific cue-bidders led by: 

DoRMER: "Four Clubs. The most 
cautious bank manager would accept 
South's hand as collateral to the value 
of Six Clubs but, with Christmas coming 
on, you cannot afford to pass up the 
grand slam when partner holds, in 
addition to his red Queens, the Ace of 
spades and King to four clubs. 

"Over Four Clubs you get there in 
jigtime by means of a Four Spade cue 
bid from partner and a Baron-type try 
of Five Spades from South. Partner 

should not bid Seven Clubs on worse 
trumps than Kxxx. for his 2NT bid has 
already promised some club support." 

SWJNNERTON- DYER: "Three Heart~. 

planning to bid Four Diamonds on the 
next round and so conduct operations 
in a scientific manner. It would be less 
good to bid Three Diamonds because 
that is more likely to be raised (partner 
might have shown a heart suit if he had 
one). l have little against a direct Six 
Clubs- this is not likely to be worse 
than a finesse and the cards one needs 
for a grand slam are very exact." 

J don't really support P.S.D.'s objec
tion to a bid of Three Diamonds. It 
would not be greatly distressing to be 
raised to Four, because then you can 
continue with Four Hearts quite con
veniently. Or is there a danger that 
when you finally settle for some number 
of clubs partner might correct to 
diamonds? 

Barbour joined Dormer in bidding 
Four Clubf, but was the sole panelist 
to consider stopping out of a slam if 
partner displayed no enthusiasm. 

One final deviation from the norm 
came from: 

FtLARSKI: "6NT. North's spade 
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holding should be protected from the 
opening lead. If the clubs do not come 
in, Six Clubs cannot be made either.'' 

But if North's spades turn out to be 
headed by the Queen you will wish you 
had protected the contract against their 
+ AK. 

6NT could just be right- for example 
if North has a spade holding of AQx 
and the other suits play disappointingly 
for only teo tricks. Then you can fall 
back on the spade finesse. 

Against that is the further possibility 
of North having the unsupported Ace 
of spades and a club trick having to be 
lost, which would be ruinous in 6NT. 



Problem No. 3 (20 points) 
Match-point pairs, love 

bidding has gone:-
SOUTH WEST 
No No 
2+ No 
? 
South holds:-

NORTH 
I~ 

2<> 

all, the 

EAST 

No 
No 

+ A852 ~84 OJ5 + AJ 1042. 
(a) Do you agree with South's Two 

Club response? If not, what alternative 
do you prefer? 

(b) What should South bid now? 
Answer to (a): Agree with Two Clubs, 

10; Prefer One Spade, 4. 

The panel's vote: 8 agree with Two 
Clubs; 2 prefer One Spade (Swinnerton
Dyer and Barbour). 

In the past I have always been 
impressed by the wild divergence present 
in the solutions proffered by the two 
halves of long established partnerships, 
or even by co-authors. Swinnerton-Dyer 
and Barbour make a break with that 
tradition. 

SwtNNERTON-DYER: " No, prefer One 
Spade. There are many hands in which 
opener has a four-card spade suit and 
it must be the responder's duty to find 
the fit. One can bid Two Clubs on this 
sort of hand only if one intends to toil 
on with Two Spades over Two Hearts. 
(Of course there are incidental con
sequences to this method. Partner 
cannot pass One Spade merely because 
he has a third-hand opener-he has 
also to be satisfied that it will be a 
tolerable contract.)" 

BARBOUR: "No, prefer One Spade. 
In my view, responder has a duty to 
show a four-card major unless the shape 
of his hand is exotic. On this hand if 
you respond Two Clubs and partner 
teblds Two Hearts you will have to 
pass, and an easy game in spades can 
be missed." 
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Yes, you make it sound very convinc
ing. But here comes orthodoxy: 

DoRMER: "Agree with Two Clubs. I 
daresay I'm just an old fuddy-duddy, 
but I see no reason to disagree with a 
bid which (1) is the rno~t descriptive, 
(2) leaves you with an answer to any 
turn the bidding may take, and (3) 
presents a sound contract in the event 
of everyone passing." 

When we come to the second part of 
the problem we will see that Dormer 
had slightly different motives from the 
others who agree with Two Clubs. 

REESE: "Agree with Two Clubs. Of 
course, especially when South's hand is 
worth two calls." 

SMART: "Agree with Two Clubs. I 
intend to bid Two Spades over Two 
Diamonds, a natural bid. It is nonsense 
to respond One Spade automatically on 
such hands because of the system of 
scoring. Partner may well raise to Two 
Spades with a spade holding of lOxx 
for the same reason (i.e., because it is 
pairs), rather than rebid a quite viable 
heart suit. He may even pass, leaving 
me to struggle in One Spade, with Three 
Clubs an easy make." 

Answer to (b): Two Spades, 10; Two 
Hearts, 6; 2NT, 4. 

The panel's vote: 5 for Two Spades; 
3 for Two Hearts (Dormer, Phillips and 
Swinnerton-Dyer); 2 for 2NT (Fox and 
Rodrigue) . 

SMART: "Two Spades. S. J. Simon 
once got a top with this bid, why 
shouldn't I? There is little point in 
treating this as a one-round force in such 
positions, where we have passed to 
begin with." 

Is the fourth suit after passing a 
natural bid ? Some other panelists con
sidered the- bid as forcing to the level of 
2NT at least, in the same way as if 
South had not passed. 



BARBOUR: .. Two Spades. An overbid, 
but I am committed to it by my answer 
to (a)- partner can still have a 4-4-4-1 
distribution and no trumps by me 
doesn't appeal." 

This seems logical in view of the 
methods you espoused in answer to (a). 
Jf responder is always going to show 
four-card spades, then there is some 
advantage in opening One Heart 
on 4-4-4-l hands. Provided that the 
quality of the suits is fairly even, 
however, I think that most players still 
prefer the old-fashioned "suit below the 
singleton." 

l suppose now 1 can let the cat out 
of the bag and admit that when the 
hand was played (in the Two Stars 
Final at Eastbourne) North was4-4-4-l, 
and he chose to open One Heart because 
he was third in hand, with four good 
hearts and four indifferent spades. 

l t was inevitable perhaps that North's 
partner should attach himself to the 
final school of thought, expressed by: 

DoRMER: "Two Hearts. Partner 
should have at least a live-card heart 
suit. With only four he would either 
have passed Two Clubs, or rebid no 
trumps, or opened differently. 

" It is obvious that with two Aces 
and a diamond ruff (to say nothing of 
the nuisance value in being able to ruff 
a fourth diamond), you will make more 
tricks in a heart part-score than in 2NT. 
At teams a bid of 2NT might be justified 
in an attempt to reach game, but at 
pairs that fact.or is less important and 
Two Hearts making Three could be a 
nice top. 

"Note that there is little danger of 
reaching the wrong game contract by 
means of Two Hearts. South will 
generally be given a further chance to 
speak before the partnership is com
mitted." 
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Problem No. 4 (10 points) 
I.M .P. scoring, North-South 

able, the bidding has gonc:-
SoUTH WEST NORTH 
~ ~ 20 30 
? 
South holds:-

vulner-

EAST 
No 

+ K74 ~Q9852 OAK73 +tO. 
What should South bid? 
Answer, Three No Trumps, 10; Three 

Hearts, 6. 
The panel's vote: 6 for JNT; 4 for 

Three Hearts (Fox, Rodrigue, Phillips, 
Swinnerton-Dyer). 

This problem resolved itself into a 
straight decision between a bid of JNT 
as a discouraging measure (for South 
has more than half of his points in the 
opponent's suit) and a simple rebid of 
Three Hearts. 

'BESSE: "3NT. The only way to 
show probable duplication. It is 99.9 
per cent certain that North will support 
hearts and the missing clubs should not 
deter South." 

These sentiments were echoed practic
ally word for word by the rest of the 
JNT bidders except for the editor, who 
put the case even more strongly. 

DORMER: "3NT. We all make queer 
bids at the table, but any 100 Up 
panelist who rebids the weak hearts in 
cold blood should be closeted with a 
bottle of whisky and a loaded revolver, 
and invited to do the decent thing." 

Trotting dutifully from gunsmith's 
to off-licence we shall expect to sec, 
among others: 

SWINNERTON-DYER: "Three Hearts. 
lt is tempting to bid 3NT here to dis
courage partner. But this shows added 
values which you don't possess- and it 
is rather unlikely to be the right final 
contract in any case; the club position 
may be delicate and you will want to 
ruff some losing diamonds in dummy." 



PHILLIPS: "Three Hearts. Rebidding 
the moderate heart suit is a lesser evil 
than launching into no-trumps on a hand 
almost wholly unsuitable for such a 
contract. Despite the editor's com
ments on October Problem No. 7, 1 
should expect partner's cue bid to 
promise at least three cards in my suit." 

I will attempt to earn the editor's 
approval by taking issue with these two 
leading theorists: (i} JNT does not, as 
P.S.D. suggests, show added values in 
this sequence; (ii) the fact that JNT 
may be unlikely to be the right final 
contract is no earthly reason for not 
bidding JNT. At this stage one is con
cerned to describe one's hand, not to 
guess the final contract. (iii) Phillips 
exaggerates when he says that the hand 
is almost wholly unsuitable for a bid of 
no trumps-guards in three suits 
(including the enemies') and no rebid
dable suit of your own seems quite no 
trurnpish to me. (iv) The reference to 
October Problem No. 7 is to a remark 
of the editor's, who suggested that the 
simple cue bid in the opponent's suit 
should show merely game-going values, 
with no guarantee of strong support for 
opener's suit. Even if one accepts 
Phillip's contention to the contrary, 
that the cue bid promises at least three 
cards in opener's suit, there is still grave 
danger in bidding Three Hearts. rr 
partner is very st rong he may try for a 
slam and may reckon ~Axx adequate 
support for your rebid suit. 

Problem No. 5 ( 10 points) 
Match-point pairs, love 

bidding has gone:
SourH WEST 
No No 
? 
South holds:-

NORTH 
I ~ 

all, the 

EAST 

No 

+ 10842 ~76 OAQ643 + Q8. 
What should South bid? 

Answer: One No Trump. 10; One 
Spade, 6; Two Diamonds. 4. 

The panel's vote: 5 for I NT; 3 for 
One Spade (Barbour, Dormer and 
Besse); 2 for Two Diamonds (Fox and 
Phillips). 

It is probably because we are playing 
match-point pairs that I NT receives 
the edge in the voting. Barbour sticks 
to his professed principles and merely 
refers us to his answer to Problem 3 (a), 
but his partner has defected: 

SwTNNERTON-DYER: ·'INT. A guess; 
but 1 am fond of Qx to be led up to , 
and if I don't bid no trumps partner 
may not be able to. Second preference 
is One Spade, which is likely to turn 
out badly only if partner raises on three 
trumps." 

Jf partner raises spades on three 
trumps he is quite likely to be short in a 
minor suit and then the alternative 
contract of I NT might not be a success 
ei ther. 

Undeterred by the possibility of 
missing a spade fit: 
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REESE: " INT. As a matter of plain 
probability, it is unlikely that partner 
has four spades, and by no means 
certain, if he has, that it will pay you 
to bid them." 

The only other possibility, namely a 
bid of Two Diamonds, had a couple of 
supporters. The best arguments in its 
favour came from: 

PHILLIPS: " Two Diamonds. One 
Spade may pay if partner has four cards 
in the suit and is not strong enough to 
reverse; or if partner is short and our 
bid deters the opponents from compet
ing in spades. On the other hand, to 
bid One Spade may lose if partner 
raises on three-card support, or if he 
leads spades against an eventual club 
contract by West. 

" Not having passed originally, we 



might prefer !NT to Two Diamonds; 
as it is partner can pass if he wants to, 
while a further advantage of Two 
D iamonds is that it may just succeed 
in shutting out competition in clubs." 

Problem No. 6 (10 points) 
l .M.P. scoring, North-South vulner-

able, the bidding has gone:-
SouTH WEST NORTH EAST 
J <> No 1 \? Dble 
? 
South holds:-
• A \?183 OAKJ1074 + Q42. 
What should South bid? 
Answer: Three Diamonds, 10; Re

double, 5; Two Hearts, No Bid or 2NT, 
3. 

The panel's vote: 5 for Three Dia
monds; 2 for Redouble (Rodrigue and 
P ilarski); 1 for Two Hearts (Swinnerton
Dyer); 1 for No Bid (Besse); 1 for 2NT 
(Smart). 

The problem here is to find a bid that 
expresses the quality of the hand while 
not allowing the opponents too much 
latitude for obstruction. Three Dia
monds seems best, assuming that it has 
the same meaning as if East had passed. 
One of the panelists clarifies this point: 

BARBOUR: "Three Diamonds. Means 
the same as without East's double. 
Redouble makes it too easy for the 
opponents to compete. 2NT might be 
better if there is any danger of partner 
misunderstanding Three Diamonds." 

Agreeing with Three Diamonds as an 
opponent-irritant, Reese suggests that 
it is not likely that you will be shutting 
your own side out of Four Hearts. This 
I think is true, especially taking into 
account the following delicate inference: 

DoRMER: "Three Diamonds. Partner 
may be able to infer possession of three
card heart support (and hence unwilling
ness to suggest defensive possibilities 
by redoubling)." 
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Filarski, however, is prepared to 
support a call which does suggest 
defensive values. 

FlLARSKJ: "Redouble. This may lead 
to an easy spade bid by West, but any 
other bid will give North too little 
confidence to contest." 

I would be afraid that the redouble 
might give North too much confidence 
and persuade him to double pre
maturely. However, I could be wrong, 
Rodrigue, for example, seems delighted 
to welcome the opponents to the 
party: 

RODRIGUE: " Redouble. Solves my 
problem in rebidding over One Heart." 

Barbour flirted with the idea of 
rebidding 2NT. This finds one serious 
supporter in Smart. 

Another idea came from: 
BESSE: "No Bid, followed by Three 

Diamonds- if the opponents give us 
the opportunity- will give a fair picture 
of the hand." 

I feel that the phrase "if the oppo
nents give us the opportunity" is the 
give away line here. At least the other 
panelists have made bids which do not 
leave partner with the impression that 
South is minimum, and this will be 
important if the opponents lay down a 
box-barrage in spades. 

Ingeniously advancing a bid that the 
rest of the panel have omitted from their 
calculations we have, as usual: 

SwtNNERTON-DYER: "Two Hearts. 
Assuming that the opponents are not 
going to bid Four Spades freely, you 
can contrive to show the nature of your 
hand. Jf you make a diamond rebid 
first- at any level- you will not later 
be able to support hearts for fear of 
getting too high if partner has only four 
of them. So we must support hearts 
first and then rebid the diamonds at the 
Three or Four level." 



Problem No. 7 (20 points) some way towards answering this 
Love a ll, the bidding has gone :- objection. 
SouTH WEST NORTH EAST Fox and Smart are clearly in posses-

J + sion of some mystic knowledge unfortu-
? nately denied to the rest of mankind 
South holds:- and to the rest of the panel in particular. 
+ A73 <::'JIOS2 () A + AJ763. While they both are emphatic in passing 
What should South bid, at any form of scoring, the only word 
(a) At match-point pairs? of explanation comes from: 
(b) At LM.P. scoring? SMART: "No Bid. The arguments are 
Answer to (a): Two Clubs, JO; No too obvious to bear repitition." 

Bid, S; Double, 2. Now we shall never know. 
The panel's vote: 6 for Two Clubs; Finally the arguments adduced by the 

3 for No Bid (Dormer, Fox and Smart); two changelings: 
I for Double (Filarski) . RODRIGUE: "Two Clubs." 

There was a slight majority in favour DoRMER: " No Bid. The learned 
of aggression but I was surprised to see distinction between pairs and i.m.p. 
so linle difference between the answers scoring is dubious. However, any 
to (a) and to (b). One panelist wanted method of entering the bidding here is 
to act at teams but not in pairs, while risky, and perhaps the risk is less worth 
another took precisely the opposite taking at pairs." 
view. Apart from these two the re- Answer to (b): Two Clubs, 10; No 
mainder bracketed their observations Bid, 6; Double, 4. 
to cover both parts of the question. The panel's vote: S for Two Clubs; 

REESE; "Two Clubs. If you double 3 for No Bid (Fox, Rodrigue and 
you can get a silly result, especially if Smart) ; 2 for Double (Dormer and 
West raises the spades and North comes Filarski) . 
in with Three D iamonds. You want a RoDRIGUE: "No Bid. I must take a 
free bid from partner to make Four chance on losing the battle for this part
Hearts." score, although 1 may get another 

Choosing the same bid but with chance." 

yearnings elsewhere: D oRMER: "Double. Obviously part-
BESS£: "Two Clubs. I would so much ner might introduce diamonds in 

like to double, but the threatening Two unfavourable circumstances, but it 
Diamond response is too much of a doesn' t happen often in practice. If 
deterrent." you are going to enter you must try 

T he thought of a Two D iamond for the heart fit and the game bonus." 
response was insufficient to deter our The game bonus is a big considera-
other Continental panelist: tion at teams scoring, but at this vulner-

FlLARSKI: " Double. I don' t think ability you can lose just as many i.m.p.s 
that there is a best bid. J NT, No Bid on a part-score hand; when, for ex
or Two Clubs all have some merit, but ample, the opponents make Three 
all have the disadvantage of failing to Spades and you find that you could 
show interest in a possible heart con- have made Four Clubs. I must say 
tract." that my predilection would be for an 

I think that Reese's second point goes overcall of Two Clubs at any scoring. 
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Problem No. 8 (10 points) 
J.M.P. scoring, East-West vulnerable, 

the bidding has gone:-
SoUTH WEST NORTH 

No 
No 
No 

1+ No 
20 No 
3NT No 

South holds:-

EAST 
2+ 
2NT 
No 

+K874 ~K86 <> 104 + J763. 
What should South lead? 
Answer: Six of Hearts, 10; Ten of 

diamonds, 6; King of hearts, 6. 
The panel's vote: 5 for Six of hearts; 

3 for Ten of diamonds (Fox, Phillips 
and Swinnerton-Dyer); 2 for King of 
hearts (Barbour and Dormer). 

The panel were all very deprecatory 
about their choices, admitting that any 
lead could be bad. However, the sup
porters of the lead of the six of hearts 
could claim that they were leading an 
unbid suit and several made further 
good points, for example: 

SMART: "Six of hearts. A case may 
be made for leading practically any red 
card, as so little can be deduced from 
the bidding. This lead cannot really be 

worse than any other and may well 
knock out declarer' s side entry to his 
clubs, before he is ready to use it." 

Two panelists though that it would 
pay to lead the King. 

BARBOUR: " King of hearts. It is very 
possible that I shall find myself in a 
minority of one. This lead seems to 
have two advantages over any other: 
(a) It might preserve partner's entry if 
his diamond guard gets knocked out 
early on- for example if he holds 
Queen to five hearts and the Ace of 
diamonds; (b) It might make it difficult 
for declarer to enjoy his long clubs if 
his only entry is the Ace of hearts. 

" Anyway it is not so 'very likely to 
cost as compared with the lead of a 
small heart and it might successfully 
confuse declarer." 

Well , well: a two-way coup by our 
new panelist on his first lead problem. 
If his projected situation (a) materialises 
he has brought off a Deschappelles 
Coup, while if (b) succeeds then he has 
achieved a successful Merrimac Coup! 
After this tour de force the editor's 
endorsement pales somewhat. 

RESULT OF NOVEMBER COMPETITION 
No casting votes were needed to separate the panellist's answers, but one could 

not say the same thing about the competitors! 

Equal First: 
J. FIELD, 9 Neville Terrace, London, S.W.7 
M. E. WEBBER, 310 Pickhurst Lane, West Wickham, Kent 

Equal Third: 
J. HIBBERT, 15 Camelia Place, Twickenham, Middlesex 
G. P. LITTLER, 81 King Edward Road, St. Helens, Lancashire 
R. M. SHEEHAN. 66 St. Bernard's Road, Oxford 
DR. J. F. SuYVER, 29 Borneolaan, Hilversum, Holland 

Max. 100 
86 
86 

84 
84 
84 
84 

Other leading scores: E. PYKE, D. H. KING, J. E. GoRDON, D. M. DEVINS, 82; 
L. C. WtLLEMSENS (Rolland), 80; J. RITCHIE, 79; R. GRAHAM, I. A. SMITH, R. B. 
JACKSON, 78; M1ss W. JEwsoN, 77; H. G. RHODES, N. F. MORLEY, K. T. REITSEMA 
(Holland), 76; J. D. SoLOMON, 75. 
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Directory of E.B.U. Affiliated 
Clubs 

BERKSHIRE 
READING BRtoGB C1 ua. 35 Jesse Terrace, 

Reading. Tel. Readtllll 52136. Hon. Sec. 
C. T. Holloway. Stukes 3d. Partnership. 
first Saturday Evenina each month, lsr and 3rd 
Tuesday afternoon each month, and every 
Thursday evenina. Ouplicat.e every Monday 
evening. 
HANTS 

8oUIW'<'ldOUTH, GROVE ROAD BRIOGE Ct.ua
Ea.st Cliff Cottage, 57 Grove Road, Bourne
mouth 24311. Hon. See., Mrs. Moss. Stakes 
3d. Pannership, Thurs. and Sat. aft., Sun. 
evening. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd Fri. 

SOUTHAMPTON, SUTH6RLANO BRIDGE CLUB-
2 Rocks tone Place. Tel.: 25291 or 73656. Hon. 
Sec., Mrs. Cahalan. Stakes 2d. Pannersbip: 
Tues. eve. and Wed. aft. Cut-in: Mon. and Fri. 
an., Thurs. and Sat. eve. Duplicate: 3rd Mon. 
eve. (Sept. tn May). 

WESSEX Ct.ua-Lindsay Manor, Lindsay 
Road, Bournemouth. Westbournc 640341. 
Hon. See., The Secretary. Stakes 6d. and 2d. 
Pannership, 6d. Mon. an. and Wed. evening 
2d. Pannership Tues. an. and Friday aft. 
D uplicate Jst, 2nd and 4th Friday evening in each 
month. 
HERTS 

HoooESOON BRIOGB CLu-High Street, 
Hoddesdon. H oddesdon 3813. Hon. Sec. 
W. Lamport. Stakes 3d. Partnership, a.lternate 
Wed. afternoons. Duplicate, Tues. evening. 
ISLE OF WIGHT 

SHANKLIN, CRAtGMORE BRlOGE Ct.ua-Howard 
Road, Shanklin, I. W. Shanklin 2940. Hon. 
See., J . S. D anby. Stakes 2d. Duplicate Mon. 
(Oct. to May). Partnership, Tues. and Fri. 
KENT 

WEST KENT CLUa-12 Boyne Park, Tunbridge 
Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 21513. Hon. 
Sec., R. H . Corbett. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partner· 
ship, Mon. and Wed. 6d., Wed. and Fri. 3d. 
Duplicate, 1st and Jrd Sat. (2.15). 

StDCUP-Sidcup Bridge Club, Sidcup Golf 
Club, Hurst Road, Sidcup. Hon. Sec., Mrs. 
W. Davis, 24 Carlton Road, Sidcup. Telephone: 
FOO 1868. Stakes 3d. Partnenhips Mon., 
Wed., Fri. Duplicate Mon., Wed. 
LANCS 

LivEJtPOOL-Liverpoo1 Bridge Oub, 22 Upper 
Duke Street, LiverpOOl. Tel.: Royal 8180. 
Hon. See., Mrs. H . T. Halewood. Pannerships 
Tue., Fri. anemoon. D uplicate Moo. cvenina. 
LONDON 

GRAND SLAM BRIDGE CLUB-21 Craven Hill, 
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/· and 2/-. 
Partnership Evenings Mondays and Thursdays. 
Visitors welcome. Bo unty pairs (£25) Weekly 
Tuesdays. Bounty Individual (£20) 2nd Sunday 

anernoons. TUITION. 
MAYFAIR BRIDGE S-rUOI0- 110 Mount Street 

W. l. (2nd floor). ORO 2844. Hon. Sec., Mrs 
H . Pontiog. Stakes 1/· and 6d. Partnership Sun. 
Wed.evening:s 6d .. Mon. ufternoon 6d. Du pHcate 
pairs l$t and 3rd Thursday evenings 7 .30, 2nd and 
4th Sun. afternoons. teams 2nd and 4tb Sat. even
ings. Tuition by G . C. H Fox. 

STUDIO 8 RI006 CLU&-18a Queens Way, 
Bayswater, W.2. Tel.: Bay 5749. H on. See., 
Mrs. H . Pearce. Stakes 2/·, 1/· and 6d. Partner· 
ship Mon. and Fri. eveninas. 
MIDDLESEX 

HIGHGATE BRlOGB CLU&-80 Highgate West 
Hill, N.6. MOU 3423. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Osborn. 
Stakes 2d. Partnership Wed. afternoon, Friday 
and Saturday evenings. 
NOTTINGHAM 

NOtTINGHAM BRtoG6 CLU-.401 Mansfield 
Road, Nottingham 65995. (Mr. and Mn. Jack 
Hammond.) Half way ho"" for Sunday matches. 
Duplicate Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Satur· 
day 7 p.m. 
SURREY 

HEATH BRlOG6 CLua.- Tbe Heath, Wey
hridge. Weybridge 3620. H on. see. C. G. Alnge.r 
Always open. Visitors welcome. Stakes 3d. Sat. 
eve. 3d. and 1/·. Partnership Tues. aft. and eve., 
Fri. aft. DupHcatc Mon. and Thurs. eve. Tuition 
by Alan Truscott available. 
SUSSEX 

HORSHAM BRIDOE CLUB-22A East Street, 
Horsham, Sussex. Horsham 4921 or 2078. 
Hon. See., Mn. M. E. Binney, 7A Bishopric. 
Horsham. Stakes 3d. Pannership, Sun., Thurs. 
eve., Wed., Fri. an. D uplicate Tues. eve. 
Cut-in Mon., Thurs .. Sat. aft. 

BooNOR Ct.ua-2 Sud ley Road, Bognor Regis . 
(Bridgesection). Cut in. Mon., Tues . . Thurs., Fri. 
and Sat. afternoons. Fri . evening. Pannership, 
Wed. afternoon and Tues. evening. Duplicate, 
the first Tues. afternoon in each month. Stakes 3d. 

WHITEHALL REsloBNTIAL BRIDGE CLUB-
11/ 12 Howard Square, Eastbourne, Eastbourne 
4544. See. Miss J. Fuller. Stakes 2d. and 3d. 
Partnership, Tues. and Fri. aft., Wed. ar>-1 Sat. 
evening. D uplicate Sunday. 
WARWICKSHIRE 

HI!ATHERCROIT BRIDOB CLU-2 Pebble Mill 
Road, Birmingham 5. SEUy Oak 0448. Stakes 
3d. to 1/· . Cut-in o r Partnership every an. and 
eve. Duplicate Sun. eve., Moo. aft., and as 
desired by Members. Visitors welcome. 
YORKS 

LEEDS BRIOO£ Ct.uo Lm.- Moortown Corner 
House, Leeds 17. Leeds 681571. Hon. Sec., 
Mr. R. Dorsey. Duplicate, Tues. and Thurs. 
Visitors Welcome. Open each day until midnight 
except Friday. Rubber Bridge every night. 

Would you like particulars of your club (address, telephone, 
hon. sec., stakes, partnership days, duplicate days) to be 
listed in this Directory every month? If so, please write to 
our Advertisement Manager (see address on page 3) for very 
reasonable terms. 
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BRIDGE 
ACADEMY 

Conducted by G. C. H. FOX 

The noted bridge teacher directs our 
regular feature for improvers and social 
players. 

Many people would never should be a first-class player. 
dream of read ing a bridge maga- Indeed, it is all too easy for an 
zine. Maybe they have been expert to assume too much know
playing only a comparatively short ledge on the part of the reader. 
time, and only at private or But this mistake is not likely to 
social bridge. Their attitude is be made by Crown and Burgess 
that a magazine is all right for the who are accustomed to explaining 
expert but it's miles above their matters in the clearest terms. 
head. They imagine it filled with Readers are invited to write to 
articles describing complex Bridge Academy. Jn rubber 
squeeze and end-plays or des- bridge, discussions often arise 
cribing international tournaments concerning bidding or play. You 
where the players indulge in lots may feel that you have been 
of fancy bids on suits they haven't unjustly criticized by your partner 
got. for a bid that turned out badly. 

Bridge Academy is definitely Or you may have been told that 
not like that. lt is designed to you should have made a slam 
cater for the less experienced that unhappily went down. Argu
playcr, providing him with a com- ments can arise about the Laws. 
plete course in bridge. Each Do not hesitate to write to Bridge 
month there will be an article Academy and expert advice will 
entitled Bidding Wise by Ronald be given. 
Crown and one entitled Playing In his first article Ronald 
Wise by Dan Burgess. Both are Crown explains the basis of dupli
experienced teachers and this is cate bridge. He states that dupli
most important. In writing for cate is the best way to improve 
players of limited experience it is your game. How right he is! 
not enough that the contributor .Play it as much as you can. 
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BIDDING WISE 
Ronald Crown discusses standard British 

bidding and tests your knowledge with a 

special quiz. 

This month he prepares the ground for 
future discussions. 

You have played social or find that most other pairs bid 
family bridge for quite some time? only Two or Three Spades, which 
You want to improve but are not of course they made in comfort. 
sure of the best way to go about Already we know, then, that we 
it? Good-Bidding Wise is de- either misplayed the hand or bid 
signed especially for you. it badly. Don' t underestimate the 

The answer to the question, value of that knowledge. Many 
" How do I improve?" is in rubber bridge players go through 
essence simple. Play as often as life imagining that their losses are 
possible and play as much dupli- due to bad luck. 
cate as you can. Duplicate bridge But how do we benefit from 
is by far the best way of improving this knowledge? It is obviously 
your game. Consider this: you not sufficient just to be reminded 
are playing rubber bridge and the that other people play better than 
contract is Four Spades. You go we do. Here we see one of the big 
one down, shrug your shoulders advantages of duplicate bridge: 
and don't know whether you we can find out what went wrong 
should have made it or not. Your by studying the hand because it is 
partner says " Hard luck" and still intact, and also by discussing 
you go on to the next hand. it later with the others who have 

If you were playing duplicate, played it. Don' t be shy of asking 
the same hand might be played at questions; duplicate players are 
perhaps ten tables and when you usually very happy to talk about 
examined the travelling score hands on which they have scored 
sheet, on which each table enters better than you. 
its result, you might find that So we'll assume that you have 
Four Spades was made most of decided to play duplicate. Firstly 
the time. Alternatively, you might you will want to know the main 
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BIDDING WISE continued 

differences between duplicate 
bridge and ordinary rubber bridge. 
These arc as follows:-

1. In duplicate each hand is 
treated separately. There are no 
part scores to be carried forward. 
The result of a hand is scored in 
the same way as in rubber bridge 
but with these additions: 

a. For a non-vulnerable game, 
add 300 to your score for 
tricks. 

b. For a vulnerable game, add 
500. 

c. For any part score, add 50. 
d. Slam bonuses are added in 

the normal way. 

Examples: You play in Four 
Spades, vulnerable, and make II 
tricks. 
Your score is 650. (5 spades = 
150, plus 500 for game). 
You play in Three Clubs and 
make 9 tricks. Your score is 
110. (3 clubs = 60, plus 50 
for part score). 

2. Jn duplicate tricks are not 
gathered together as in rubber 
bridge. As you play each card it 
is placed in front of you, and at 
the end of the hand you still have 
your own thirteen cards, which 
you replace in the duplicate board. 
In this way every deal is kept 
intact and can be played by the 
other players taking part in the 
tournament. The duplicate board , 
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which is simply a container, also 
tells you the vulnerability and the 
dealer. 

D uplicate, like any other form 
of bridge, is a partnership game. 
and as accuracy is very desirable 
it is wise at first to play with a 
regular partner as often as 
possible. The choice of bidding 
system is not very important as 
long as it is fairly straightforward. 
Many people make the mistake of 
employing far too many conven
tional bids and they finish by 
tying themselves in knots. The 
essence of a good system, certainly 
for the average player, is sim
plicity. Many expert players will 
also tell you that they like to play 
simple bidding methods in pre
ference to complicated conven
tions. 

The following basic methods 
are used by the majority of 
tournament players in Britain and 
we shall do the same in Bidding 
Wise. 

a. No trumps opening: Weak 
( 12-14 pts) when not vulner
able. Strong (16- 18 pts) 
when vulnerable. 

b. Forcing to game opening: 
Two Clubs. 

c. Strong opening bids: Two 
Spades, Hearts or D iamonds. 

d. Slam convention: Black
wood. 



BIDDING WISE continued 
No doubt you are very familiar 

with these basic methods. Nearly 
every bridge player is. But the 
strength of a good player does 
not lie in the variety and com
plexity of his bidding methods; it 
lies in the judgment and skill 
with which he applies them. This 
will be our special purpose in 
Bidding Wise- to develop judg
ment in bidding, as well as to 

explain the various methods. 
Month by month we will go 

through every aspect of bidding, 
and test your progress with special 
quizzes. Our first quiz is designed 
to tell you roughly how you stack 
up in comparison with the average 
experienced duplicate player. 
Answer the questions below, using 
the basic methods which we have 
just agreed to adopt. 

BIDDING QUIZ 

You are vulnerable. What do you open on each of the following 
hands? 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

+ 86 \?AKJ3 
+ 964 <y)A83 

+ KQ93 \?A 
+ AKJ864\?AQJ 
+ K Q 10 6 \? Q 10 8 3 2 

0 J 10 5 
0 K 7 6 5 
() K J 8 7 

0 A 4 3 

07 

Partner opens One Club. What do you say? 

6. + Q 7 4 \? K 4 2 0 J 8 7 

7. + K Q 8 3 \? Q J 6 4 0 8 3 

+ A K 72 
+ AJ6 
+ AJ42 
+ 9 
+ A K8 

+ K 10 8 3 
+ 7 64 

You are East and both sides are vulnerable. What do you say 
in each of the following auctions? 

8. 
SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST 

I\? No 2\? . ? 
You hold: 
+QJ92 \?76 0 AKJ6 + KQ 10. 
9. 
SOUTH WEST 

I + Dble 
NORTH EAST 

No ? 
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You hold: 
+ KJ9 \?106432 098 + 1054. 
10. 
SOUTH WEST 

No I+ 
No 4+ 
You hold: 
+ AQ95 \?A2 

NORTH EAST 

No 3+ 
No ? 

0983 + H094. 



BIDDING WISE continued 
ANSWERS TO BIDDING QUIZ 

I. Om• llt'flfl, 10 points; One 
Club, 8 point.\'. Although you 
have the point count for a strong 
no trump, it is better to open a 
suit as the high cards are con
centrated in two suits. 

2. No Bid, 10. Don't open 
the bidding on a featureless 12 
points, except perhaps when the 
hand is suitable for a weak 1 NT. 

3. One Diamond, 10. With 
3 four-card suits and a singleton, 
it is a good rule to open with the 
suit below the singleton. 

4. Two Spades, 10; One Spade, 
5. The criterion for a Two bid 
is: "A good suit in a good hand 
which contains 8 playing tricks." 

5. One Spade, 10; One Heart, 

takeout double, showing the unbid 
suits, is. the only sensible action. 

9. Two Hearts, 10. l n re
sponse to a takeout double, a bid 
of no trumps. is constructive and 
should seldom be made on a hand 
as weak as this. 

10. Four Hearts, 10; Four 
Spades, 2. In this kind of auction 
partner's bid of Four Clubs is a 
slam try. You are full value for 
your bid of Three Spades, so you 
should co-operate. Partner will 
take Four Hearts as a cue bid; 
i.e., a bid showing the Ace or 
void of hearts. No marks for 
launching into Blackwood. 

RATE YOUR BIDDING 

2. If you open One Heart and 100% to 91%. You know the 
partner responds Two Diamonds, game very well and in addition 
there are defects in any call which you have excellent judgment. But 
you might now make. By opening don't worry, there will be plenty 
One Spade you make sure of a for you in Bidding Wise later on. 
comfortable future. 90% to 71 %. There is little 

6. One No Trump, 10; Two wrong with your bidding and you 
Clubs, 2. When partner's suit is may be one of Bridge Academy's 
a minor, it is best to show a star students. 
balanced hand with bits in every 70% to 41 % . You probably 
suit. have some progress to make 

7. One Heart, 10. One Spade before you start winning tourna
would be a mistake, as it might ments. Bidding Wise has got 
deprive partner of the oppor- players like you in mind. 
tunity of showing hearts. 40% to 0% . Thank heavens 

8. Double, 10; No Bid, 6. If you have just agreed to play as 
you enter the auction at all, a much duplicate as possible. 
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PLAYING WISE 

Dan Burgess improves your card play 

with his specially designed problem hands. 

His subject for this month is the manage

ment of entries. 

It falls to my lot to watch many 
beginners in their first attempts to 
play bridge, and it is noticeable 
that one of their greatest diffi
culties is to grasp the problem of 
entries. Away from the bridge 
schools, too, one sees that the 
failure to cope with this part of 
the game can persist through 
many years of play. So, entries 
are my theme for this month. 

The problem: West is declarer 
in 3NT on the following cards and 
the nine of spades is led. How 
do you plan the play? 
WEST EAST 

+ K 53 + A J 10 
<y> Q <y> K 10 9 2 
OQ65 OA1072 
+ AJ10974 +Q 8 

The plan: Ask yourself (i) 
Where are my nine tricks coming 
from? (ii) Is there any special 
entry problem which might pre
vent me from enjoying these 
tricks when I have established 
them? 

Firstly you should realise that 
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the club suit must be the main 
trick maker. Secondly you should 
see that there is only one certain 
entry to West's hand outside the 
club suit, namely the King of 
spades. This card must be pre
served at all costs until clubs are 
established. 

So, after the opening lead of 
+ 9, play dummy's Ace of spades. 
Lead the. Queen of clubs and 
continue the suit until the King 
is captured or knocked out. You 
have at least five club tricks, two 
spades and the Ace of diamonds, 
and you will be able to establish 
the ninth trick later in the play. 
But you must preserve that vital 
entry, the King of spades, at 
trick one. 

I saw the hand butchered by a 
player of many years standing. 
He played +10 on the opening 
lead and greedily captured South's 
Queen with the King. A slight 
shadow crossed his brow as he 
considered how to enter dummy 
for the club finesse, but he 



PLAYING WISE continued 
finally dc<:ith:u against it and questions which you should ask 
gaily led ,mall towards + Q. yourself: (i) Where are my nine 
North, who held + Kxx, played tricks coming from ? (ii) Is there 
low, and the declarer continued any special entry problem? 
with another club, won by the This time it is clear that you 
Ace, and a third club to the King. can make the contract by means 
North exited with a spade to of four diamond tricks and five 
dummy's Jack, and now the de- top cards in the other suits. 
clarer's gaiety was a little less Nothing can harm you-provided 
marked as he considered how to only that you preserve the vital 
enter the closed hand. entry, a high spade. 

He led a heart from dummy 
with hopes of amused congratula
tions if allowed to win with the 
bare Queen, but North won with 
the Ace and cleared the spade 
suit. (North had started life with 
five spades to the nine.) A dia
mond was played to declarer's 
Queen but North was there again 
with the King and cashed his two 
remaining spades to set the con
tract. Declarer's defeat was due 
entirely to his failure to safeguard 
the vital entry, the King of spades. 

Another player of the same ilk 
went down in 3NT in my next 
example. 

The problem: West is declarer 
in 3NT and the two of spades is 
led. How do you plan the play? 
WEST EAST 

+ AK3 + 875 
<yl842 y> AQJ6 
0 Q J 10 8 5 0 A 9 3 
+ 72 + AK4 

Win the first trick, run the 
Queen of diamonds if it is not 
covered, but if the Queen holds 
you must play the Ace on the next 
round. 

The player who I watched was 
again too unwary. He successfully 
ran the Queen of diamonds, then 
took a second finesse. South 
won with 0 K and returned a 
spade, knocking out the only 
entry to West's hand. The estab
lished diamonds were dead be
cause they were blocked by the 
Ace in dummy. The hearts broke 
badly and West finished up one 
down. 

Serve him right. Such players 
complain of their bad luck, but 
make no mistake: the way to win 
at bridge is to rely on luck as 
little as possible. Even a novice 
should make the contract if only 
he asks himself the two vital 
questions, and an old-timer de-

The plan: Remember the two serves no sympathy whatever. 
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C LASS IF 1 ED ADVERT 1 S E.M EN T S 
5/- per line. Special terms for. a 'series 

BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS 
HARROW 

HARROW BRJDCE CuJB-16 Northwick Park 
Road, Harrow. Middx. Tel. Harrow 3908. 
Good stnndard Bridge in enjoyable atmosphere. 
Sessions twice daily. Partnership and Duplicutc. 
Open ' teams of four every Sat~rday evening. 

LONDON . 
GRANO SLAM BRtOGE' CLUo- 21 Craven Hill, 

W.2. Tel.: P·ad 68!12. Stakes 1/· and 2/6, 
5/- and lO/-. Pannership evenings Mondays and 
Thursdays. Visitors welcome. Duplicate Pairs 
{Bounty £25) Tuesday weekly. 'Rummy' all 
night games. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

BRIOGE REQUISITES 

Personal Score Cards, Travelling Score Slips, 
Result Charts, Hand Record (Curtain) Cards, 
"Silent· Bidoers" etc. MOVEMENT CARDS 
for Individuals, Pairs and Teams-of-four etc. 

WALLETS-better than boards at less than half 
the cost. 

CARDBOARD £3 3s. Od. per set of 32 
LEATHERETTE £4 14s. 6d. per set of 32 

WRITE FOI< SAMPLES: 
W. B. Tallow, 2 Roseberry Court, LLANDUDNO 

TUITION 
NICO· GAR.DENER guarantees to improve 

your game. Tuition, practice classes and lectures 
all under perosonal supervision: also postal course, 
The London School of Bridge, 38 King's Road, 
London. S.W.J. KENsinston 7291. 

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under cham
pionship guidance. Private or Group Tuilion. 
Practice classes. Duplicate coaching. Master 
Points contests. Lectures. Folder free from 
the Mayfair Bridge Studio (Dept. 5), 110 Mount 
Street, London, W.l, or 'phone GRO 2844. 

Diary .of Events 
1963 

Jan . 4- 6 MIDLAND COUNTfES CONGRESS 
12- 13 TOLLEMACHE CuP FINAL 
18- 20 WHITELAW CuP 
19- 20 CAMROSE v. W ALES 

Feb. 2-3 MASTERS PAIRS .. 
2- 3 R ESTRICTED P AIRS 
2-3 CoUNTY MASTERS P AIRS 
8- 9 DAILY TELEGRAPH CuP 

15- 17 CROYDON CONGRESS 
22-25 SPRING FOURSOMES 

Mar. 9- 10 PORTLAND PAIRS 
23-24 THE FIELD TROPHY 

28 CHARITY CHALLENGE CuP 
29-31 CUMBERLAND CONGRESS 
30-3 1 CROCKFORD'S CUP FINAL 

April 4- 7 D evoN AND CoRNWALL CONGRESS 
20-21 NATIONAL P AIRS SEMI-FINALS .. 
26- 28 LoNDON CoNGRESS 

May 3-5 GLOUCESTERSHIRE CONGRESS 
11 - 12 NATIONAL P AIRS FINAL 

25 ANNE REESE CuP 
25-26 PACHABO CuP 

Juoe 7-9 Y ORKSHIRE CONGRESS 
July 19 to Aug. 2 EuROPEAN CHAMPIOI'SHIPS 
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Droitwich 
· North 

East bourne 
London 
Victoria Halls, London 
Dro itwich 
Ilkley 
W aldorf Hotel 
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Worldwide 
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London 
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For the Bridge Player ... 

BRIDGE SET (835 1) fitted with two packs of singte colour backed 
playing cards, score cards, pencils, Win/Lose cards and pocket 
edition "Laws of Contract Bridge." Retail price 17/6d. 

BRIDGE PUBLICATIONS 
" Laws of Contract Bridge (1948)" Retail price 3/6d. 
"Laws of Duplicate Bridge (1949)" ·Retail price 2/6d. 

BRIDGE SCORING BLOCK (BR.4225) with the International 
Laws of Contract Bridge scoring table issued by De La Rue, 
official publishers to the Portland Club. Retail price l /6d. each. 

STATIONERS DIVISION 
T HOMAS DELA RUE & CO. LTD. ,92 MIDDLESEX STREET, LONDON, E.l 



• 
a member of THE BNGUSH BRIDG. 
annual subscription to the British Bridal 

to 25/-. 

of membership of the E.B.U. write to 

A. L. FLEMING, 
Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 

Tunbridae Wells 30612) 

• 




